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SOMATIC COMPREHENSION OF UNITY: THE CHURCH IN EPHESUS. By 
Köshi Usami, S.J. Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1983. Pp. xii + 
219. $18. 

This book represents the final results of a dissertation done by the 
author under the direction of F. Lentzen-Deis, S.J., for the Gregorian 
University. The Letter to the Ephesians is read by Usami as a Japanese 
Christian. According to him, this letter with its description of a Hellen
istic urban society provides a model for Christian life even today. U.'s 
aim is to describe the particular quality and nature of the unity of the 
Ephesian Church, where there was tension between older Christians and 
newcomers. These two groups, represented by "you" and "we," cannot 
simply be reduced to Gentiles and Jewish Christians. The unity called 
for in the letter is not static but dynamic; the text itself witnesses a 
movement of unification and integration of the new Christians into the 
"old but new" community of Christ. 

U. proposes for the letter a literary genre, "ChristagogicaT literature, 
which for him is "mystagogical." Thus the author of the letter introduces 
the Ephesians into a deeper comprehension of the divine mystery of 
God's will and sets forth instructions, admonitions, and ways of proceed
ing which are meant to encourage and help new Christians along the way 
to becoming full members of the Body of Christ. In view of its cosmic 
dimension and scope, this process of deepening the unity is not individual 
but communal. U/s determination of this literary genre is based on an 
analysis of texts, especially Eph 1:3-14 and its function within the letter, 
and also on a study of the author's language, style, and purpose. 

According to U., the author of the letter provides a new description of 
the unity of the Church in terms of a "somatic" comprehension. Through 
the use of the image of body, he explains and develops his perception in 
order to express the dynamic character of the Christian community in 
relation to both its members and its surroundings. U.'s book consists of 
five chapters, the last of which is a summary and a practical application 
for Christians. There are also an extended bibliography and indices of 
biblical and other ancient sources, of Greek words and of authors. 

U. and his mentor are to be congratulated on the attempt to reveal a 
hermeneutic of Ephesians understandable to Asian Christians too. Nor
mally one would not have attempted this in a doctoral dissertation. More 
importantly, U. has in large part succeeded in his attempt. He has done 
a thorough study of the first four chapters of the letter and explained 
their evidence in a defensible manner. His book proves interesting and 
challenging reading. 
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However, U.'s interpretation is not without difficulties. He too easily 
accepts the questionable textual reading "at Ephesus" (Eph 1:1) and 
builds some of his arguments on this reading. Moreover, "you" and "we" 
could, despite U.'s contention, just as reasonably refer respectively to the 
community addressed and to the author of the letter and those with him, 
or to a combination of both of these, as to different groups within the 
community addressed. But this correction would not destroy the main 
point U. is making. Also, U. in his image of body appears reluctant to 
include uniformity of doctrine; I doubt that this is faithful to the text. A 
few times the concern for Asian peoples' world views seems to have 
influenced the precision of the interpretation. 

St Louis University ROBERT F. O'TOOLE, S.J. 

IN MEMORY OP HER: A FEMINIST THEOLOGICAL RECONSTRUCTION 
OF CHRISTIAN ORIGINS. By Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza. New York: 
Crossroad, 1983. Pp. xxv + 351. $19.50. 

The subtitle accurately describes the purpose and scope of this book, 
which concentrates on the NT text but also includes considerations from 
early patristic and Gnostic writings. It consists of three parts: (1) the 
problem of overcoming the customary androcentric interpretation of both 
the NT and the history of the apostolic Church; the method of discovering 
a legitimate and effective feminist hermeneutic; (2) the results of such a 
feminist hermeneutic in discovering and describing that the Gospels do 
portray a historical Jesus who preached and founded a discipleship of 
equals among women and men, even if only briefly; (3) the 
(re)patriarchalization of Jesus' disciples in the patriarchalization and 
genderization of church, ministry, and office. An epilogue on "The 
Ekklesia of Women" completes the book. Unfortunately, there is no 
index of topics, names, biblical texts—very desirable in a book such as 
this. 

Above all, the book is interesting as an example of what might be 
called "A Hermeneutics of Reception," according to the scholastic axiom 
Quidquid recipitur ad modum recipientis recipitur. By this I mean that, 
although the material is generally available to any scholar, it is the 
precise character of the author which enables a new and challenging 
interpretation such as this book's. Different questions enable different 
readings. On this count alone, this book—and others by women theolo
gians, whether they understand themselves as explicitly "feminist" or 
not—perform an irreplaceable service. Likewise, on this count, one need 
not agree with every interpretation or position in order to recognize the 
value of the contribution. Fortunately in the present case, the expertise 
of the author provides for material as well as formal value. 
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Some questions can be asked, of course. Does such a reconstruction 
avoid the difficulties inherent in any canon-within-the-canon or middle/ 
heart of the Gospel approach? Can any reconstruction of the "historical 
Jesus" bear the weight of the reconstruction and of the reconstructor's 
purpose? When various interpretations (or reconstructions) of any given 
text are legitimate, how does one establish the priority of a particular 
interpretation? If one cannot establish such priority, how much does the 
preferred interpretation actually "prove"? This is important for the 
feminist interpretation of texts such as Mk 12:18-27, Lk 13:10-17. These 
are, of course, questions not only for this book and any other feminist 
reconstruction, but in regard to all biblical interpretation. For reconstruc
tions, however, they may be of special import. 

In regard to the Household Code of Ephesians 5:21-33, I wonder 
whether sufficient weight is given to verse 21, which calls on all Christians 
to be subject to one another, so that, however male-dominational the 
subsequent verses are/appear, the patriarchal paradigm has nevertheless 
been nullified. I do not find the proposed "Ekklesia of Women" on target, 
except as an explicitly acknowledged temporary strategy, and even then 
I would have to wonder. As a defense against the accusation of "reverse 
sexism," the author wonders whether we also speak of "reverse colonial
ism" and "reverse imperialism" (347). Perhaps we do not, but that would 
have more to do with a certain prevalent liberal, leftist ideology and its 
preferential rhetorical option than with the actual state of affairs. In 
perhaps her only concession to certain excesses of various but especially 
Latin American liberation theologies, she excessively inflates the Exodus 
"event" and deflates the Eden "myth," especially insofar as these are 
directly confronted. Where there is a greater proclamation of the "Dis-
cipleship of Equals" than in Genesis' Eden properly interpreted, I know 
not. In any case, are not Eden and Exodus complementary rather than 
contrasting, to say nothing of contrary or contradictory? 

The author does very well in pointing out that some patriarchalist 
statements may very well neither declare true doctrine nor describe 
empirical factuality, but rather be androcentric prescriptions. In view of 
an article that appeared in the Wall Street Journal just as I was com
pleting this review and that described the booming business in "submis
sive" Filipino brides for American men, I wonder whether "wishful 
thinking/hoping" might not be a better term than even prescription. 
Very much to the point and to be welcomed unconditionally is the 
author's insistence on the legitimacy of women's aspiration to power. 
There might be those, of course, who are still entangled completely in 
the Greek transcendentals and who do not appreciate the Hebrew tran
scendental of "power," and who are consequently upset by such talk of 
power, but I would consider this their problem and not Schüssler Fior-
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enza's. For anyone, however, within the Judeo-Christian tradition, power 
can only be regarded as a Godlike attribute, liable, of course, like any 
created reality, to abuse. But abusus non tollit usum is a time-honored 
Catholic principle. As long as women are disempowered, the promise of 
Eden will be compromised, within and without the Church. 

This book will have a very wide audience, deservedly. 

Catholic University of America ROBERT KRESS 

THE WESTMINSTER DICTIONARY OF CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY. Edited 
by Alan Richardson and John Bowden. Philadelphia: Westminster, 1983. 
Pp. 624. $24.95. 

This is an expanded and substantially revised edition of A Dictionary 
of Christian Theology edited by Richardson and first published in 1969. 
Bowden, who had worked closely with him on the original version, 
undertook the present edition after R.'s death. The main differences are: 
a much larger and more ecumenical list of contributors; an evident 
sensitivity to other traditions and the history of religions; inclusion of 
many more topics, especially those concerned with contemporary move
ments and positions in theology; and a more consistently and rigorously 
theological perspective throughout the volume. 

The Dictionary entries are concerned with theological topics, not with 
names of theologians or events, nor with the ecclesiastical denominations 
and structures, though all of these are, of course, brought into the 
elucidation of the theological topics. The approach is accurately described 
on the dust jacket: "... includes schools of thought and controversies 
and events crucial in the development of doctrine, as well as vocabulary 
and questions of perennial significance in theology. Entries are structured 
to provide the origins of expressions; their significance in Christian 
theological history; differing views on the meaning of terms and issues; 
descriptions of the contemporary relevance of the items; a brief bibliog
raphy giving classical sources for the origins and discussions of the 
terms." 

It is this attention to historical development and to the etymological 
and contextual meaning of the terms that makes the new edition partic
ularly serviceable as a ready reference. It is written to be understood by 
students of theology at all stages of sophistication, and will be useful to 
professional theologians as a memory aid and for introductory informa
tion on topics outside their own specialization. 

The approximately 160 contributing authors are deliberately selected 
among Catholic, Orthodox, Anglican, and Protestant scholars. There is 
a consistent policy of representing schools and positions by those who 
are sympathetic to them. The authors are mainly British and North 
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American, with a scattering of others where appropriate. Some are well 
known, some almost unknown, but all appear to be well chosen for their 
particular contributions. 

On the whole, the authors have fulfilled the declared purpose very 
satisfactorily in their essays, but one might register a certain disappoint
ment in some of the bibliographies, which seem to be less than critical 
in their selection. This is a perennial problem for editors and authors of 
encyclopedias and dictionaries, and becomes more acute at a time of 
lively exchange of thought and exuberant publishing such as the present. 
Yet one hopes that in future editions there might be stricter criteria to 
separate the classic from the "trendy," because this is something that 
students cannot easily do for themselves in using a reference book. An 
author, e.g., who cites his own book as the main contribution in the field 
might be coaxed to share with us what were the main sources he used for 
that book. 

An especially helpful feature is the selection, length, and content of 
the longer articles and the general pattern on which they are organized. 
This pattern generally begins with a definition of terms used, a brief 
explanation of issues at stake, and an identification of the sociohistorical, 
denominational, or philosophical context in which the term or issue is to 
be understood. It then develops the topic through its historical unfolding, 
often dialectically in terms of positions and publications of various parties 
to a dispute or discussion. In this way, even a rather untutored reader 
can move into technical and specialized subject matter with growing 
understanding. 

For its declared purpose, this book can be recommended with enthu
siasm. As compared, e.g„ with the one-volume Rahner-Vorgrimler theo
logical dictionary, it is seriously ecumenical, uses plainer language and 
does not suffer from the difficulties of translation, has longer entries on 
important topics, and is well printed. For use with undergraduate stu
dents, this volume needs to be supplemented with the forthcoming 
companion volume, Who's Who in Theology, and with a good dictionary 
of church history. Otherwise students will be discouraged by mention of 
names and events not explained within the volume. 

Georgetown University MONIKA Κ. HELL WIG 

GOD AND SKEPTICISM: A STUDY IN SKEPTICISM AND FIDEISM. By 

Terence Penelhum. Boston: Reidel, 1983. Pp. xiv + 186. $34.95. 
In the final revisions of his Dialogues concerning Natural Religion, 

David Hume interpolated the classic endorsement of skeptically-based 
fideism into Philo's final speech: "To be a philosophical sceptic is . . . the 
first and most essential step towards being a sound, believing Christian." 
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P., professor of philosophy in the University of Calgary, examines the 
reasons for using skeptical arguments to support or make room for 
Christian faith. He finds those arguments sorely wanting. 

P. first distinguishes forms of skepticism. Pyrrhonian skeptics remain 
neutral about dogmatists' claims to know the Real. They achieve ataraxia 
by abandoning metaphysical debates and living in conformity with ap
pearances as the naive live. Academic skeptics deny that anyone can 
surely distinguish the Real. They live according to the probabilities they 
find in appearances. 

P. then examines parallel fideist strategies. Conformist fideism, asso
ciated with Erasmus, Montaigne, and Bayle, finds no way to resolve 
dogmatic disputes and counsels conformity with the established religious 
traditions to find peace of mind. P. shows that the price for such quietude 
is self-deception. Evangelical fideisms, such as Pascal's or Kierkegaard's, 
use skeptical strategies to show that reason cannot ground or cause faith 
in God. Either one must make the Pascalian wager and begin to practice 
those disciplines ("holy water and masses") which break down the bar
riers one has constructed against God, or one must make the Kierke-
gaardian leap into faith and submit one's reason to the purifying accept
ance of the Absolute Paradox which makes room for faith, i.e., submission 
to God in discipleship. 

P. shows that fideistic acceptance of skeptical strategies misses the 
point. If, as fideists claim, "our corruption keeps us from God, this does 
not show any philosophical argument for God to be unsound" (95). Even 
a sound theistic argument could not convince a corrupt mind. Further, 
fideists' accepting skeptical strategies is self-defeating; for skepticism 
undermines "the claim that what keeps men from God is their own 
perversity, by suggesting there is another cause—their intellectual inca
pacity" (101). 

The philosophical points are brought home in P.'s discussion of con
temporary conformist fideists, e.g., D. Z. Phillips, and evangelical fideists, 
e.g., Alvin Plantinga. Phillips is criticized for his narrow range of exem
plars of faith which sustains his antirepresentative account of religion. 
Plantinga's work exemplifies a form of a sound argument, i.e., a permis
sive Parity argument, viz., if all must make some fundamental intellectual 
commitments which cannot be justified without circularity, then someone 
who holds a religious commitment as a fundamental intellectual com
mitment is as rational as someone who does not (given that both have 
coherent and supported belief structures). 

This is a model essay in philosophy of religion: lucid, provocative, and 
convincing. Discussions of secondary issues—the role of the will in belief, 
the legitimacy of some forms of natural theology given the Parity position 
(pace Phillips and Plantinga)—are nuanced and balanced. A final chapter 
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sketches a view of the nature of faith, reflecting primarily on Aquinas. 
Should P. fill out this sketch in as readable and enjoyable a text as the 
present one, we would be gifted indeed. 

St Michael's College, Vermont TERRENCE W. TILLEY 

YESTERDAY AND TODAY: A STUDY OF CONTINUITIES IN CHRISTOLOGY. 
By Colin E. Gunton. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1983. Pp. xi + 228. $7.95. 

The author, a lecturer in systematic theology at King's College, Lon
don, has written an apologetic against those many voices which say that 
the cultural context is so changed that it is impossible to maintain 
continuity with classical Christology and at the same time speak to one's 
contemporaries intelligibly. The scope of his argument is ambitious. 
Beginning with a critical discussion of the not so clear distinction between 
Christology done "from above" and "from below," he finds flaws in both 
approaches. For example, taking the approach of Karl Rahner, whom he 
sees exemplifying the "from below" approach, G. finds a weakness in 
Rahner's "dependence upon an anthropology which, far from removing 
the dangers of ancient anthropology, reproduces them in another form, 
by creating a gulf between the New Testament picture of Jesus and forms 
of human self-assessment drawing heavily on existentialist and other 
modern traditions" (15). Pannenberg, another example of a "from below" 
approach, fails by reducing Christology to soteriology and Jesus to a 
divinized man. G. thinks that "from below" approaches, rather than 
function inductively as they claim, usually impose their frameworks on 
the content. G. distinguishes two Christologies "from above," one in 
which the concept of God is heavily determined by philosophical consid
erations (Type A), and the other in which the manner of reasoning is 
determined by theological considerations (Type B). Although both ap
proaches are needed, G. states that there is much that modern Christology 
"from below" has in common with Platonic approaches to knowledge. At 
the end of the chapter, one of his fundamental contentions is stated: if 
"ancient thought tended to abstract Jesus Christ from history by eter
nalizing him . . . modern thought tends to abstract him from eternity by 
making his temporality absolute" (53). 

The fourth chapter, devoted to the place of NT historical research, 
concludes that much of this scholarly work has been vitiated by a dualism 
which assumes that the divine (Christ of faith) and the human (Jesus of 
history), the eternal and the temporal, are mutually exclusive. The fifth 
chapter argues that "post-Kantian dualism is to our time what the axiom 
of impassibility was to that of the Fathers" (97). Our difficulty, which 
tends to be a dualism from below (our world is thought to be self-
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sufficient), is, contends G., that of finding in human events anything 
more than the working out of principles immanent within the universe. 
For there to be orthodox Christology, such dualism must be overcome; 
for in the God-man both eternity and time exist in one historical figure. 

Chapters six and seven constitute "the heart of the book" and represent 
"the breaking of new ground" (x). Since we conceive of space as absolute, 
the Incarnation seems to be an intervention by God from outside. A 
partial solution to this way of conceiving space is found by G. in a book 
about music (Zuckerland, Sound and Symbol) which explains that tones 
interpenetrate in space and create musical chords. Turning from space 
to time, music allows us to perceive time not as that during which things 
decay (Aristotle) but as that in which the timeless and the transient flow 
together. Drawing upon the insight of Polanyi, G. holds for a less rigid 
relationship between words and things, and stress on the metaphor of 
"indwelling" rather than contemplation and sight (Plato). Words are not 
mirrors of reality but the means by which we participate in reality. We 
do this best "convivially," in a group seeking the same end. The biblical 
expressions of both St. Paul and St. John tell us that our relationship 
with Christ becomes real only in a community by the agency of the Holy 
Spirit. If we indwell the traditional Christological languages rather than 
examine them critically from a distance, G. contends that their relative 
validity remains, even for our contemporaries. The final chapter, pro
voked by recent debates in England about the relationship of Christology 
to politics, explains that an imperial Constantinian Christ will not be 
overcome by substituting a "deabsolutized" historical Jesus. G. is confi
dent that a proper conception of the divinity of Jesus leads not to an 
apolitical Jesus but to one which reveals the absolute precisely through 
the contingency and vulnerability of the human—hardly the route trav
eled by Cardinal Wolsey or Camillo Torres (199). 

It is difficult to evaluate such a book. In relatively few pages G. has 
touched on a wide variety of issues, criticized Rahner and Hegel, Origen 
and Schleiermacher, drawn epistemological insights from the philosophy 
of science and the nature of music, challenged the relativizing tendencies 
of "liberal Protestant and Marxist Catholic" (198) Christologies, and 
through all of this has maintained that there are deep continuities from 
the age of the Fathers to our own. This allows G. to conclude that the 
tradition need not be jettisoned but rethought in such a way that the 
dualistic assumptions that have plagued both the Fathers and contem
porary theologians are overcome. It should be obvious that had the author 
taken on less he may have done it more cogently. There is no evidence 
of familiarity with even one major liberation theologian. Nevertheless, 
this is an important work, more for what it attempts than for what it 
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achieves: the reclamation of traditional Christology in a way that sheds 
light on contemporary questions. For those scholars well acquainted with 
the history of Christology, this study will be most valuable. 

University of Dayton JAMES HEFT, S.M. 

JUSTIFICATION: AN ECUMENICAL STUDY. By George Tavard. New 
York: Paulist, 1983. Pp. 137. $7.95. 

In this intriguing short treatise Tavard, a Catholic participant in 
numerous ecumenical discussions, argues that Luther's basic teachings 
on justification should be judged as a legitimate exposition of the central 
Catholic tradition and as a promising basis for overcoming the divisions 
of the Reformation. 

T. builds his argument by means of an interpretive history of the 
doctrine of justification. As a starting point, he isolates what he considers 
to be Paul's crucial insight into justification: that all human religious 
systems must be broken down before divine justice can be communicated. 
He then traces the various compromises of this insight in the early 
Church, especially by Pelagius. Against this setting, Augustine is pre
sented as a recovery of Paul's crucial insight. Unfortunately, medieval 
scholasticism did not remain true to Augustine, and Pelagian tendencies 
arose again. 

In the midst of the medieval mixture of varying degrees of Pelagianism, 
Luther's stress on justification by faith alone and on Christian life as 
simul Justus et peccator was a clarion call for a return to the radical 
theology of Paul and Augustine. However, Luther suffered a fate similar 
to that of his predecessors. On the one hand, Catholic theologians have 
typically misunderstood Luther's theology because they overlooked its 
primarily personal and religious focus. On the other hand, Luther's 
radical doctrine of justification was compromised by Lutheran scholas
ticism, by Calvin's doctrine of the third use of the law, and particularly 
by Wesley's understanding of sanctification. Against this background T. 
advances his thesis that the only hope for overcoming the divisions of 
the Reformation is if Protestants and Catholics alike reconstruct their 
theology of justification in keeping with Luther's principle of justification 
sola fide (110). 

How are this claim and T.'s project as a whole to be assessed? T. has 
shown convincingly that there are precedents in Scripture and the 
Catholic tradition for Luther's understanding of justification, even when 
construed in its most radical sense. However, it can be questioned 
whether this radical reading of Scripture, tradition, and Luther in par
ticular is one-sided to the point of distortion. 

It is very significant that T. consistently chooses to defend the doctrine 
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of justification by faith rather than that of justification by grace through 
faith. The emphasis of the biblical doctrine of justification by grace 
through faith is that our acceptance by God is always an unmerited gift 
based on Christ's death and resurrection. We can lay no prior claim to 
it, only accept it with gratitude. In and through such acceptance the Holy 
Spirit brings a transformation of our total existence that involves the 
death of our old nature and new life as God's children. 

T. would not totally deny any of this, but his emphasis is different. He 
stands in the tradition of the mystics, who are deeply sensitive to the 
continuing presence of sin in the lives of justified persons. Thus he 
prefers to speak of justification by faith as an emphatic expression of the 
alien character of Christian righteousness: we are justified even though 
we are not just. The problem with this is that, in an extreme form, it 
unduly downplays the transformative power of the Holy Spirit (i.e., 
sanctification) in the lives of the justified. Talk of such transformation 
is seen as a denial of the sola fide (i.e., not in reality?) character of our 
righteousness (see his direct contrast of obedience and faith, p. 52). 

T.'s particular perspective has an extreme effect on his interpretive 
history of the doctrine of justification. He neutralizes Paul's clearest 
discussion of sanctification in the Christian life by relegating it to Paul's 
"immature" phase (which raises numerous questions about the function 
of canon). He almost completely overlooks the close tie in Luther between 
the discussion of the forensic nature of justification and emphasis on the 
place of death and new life in Christian existence (cf. Gerhard Forde, 
Justification by Faith: A Matter of Death and Life [Fortress, 1982]). 
Perhaps most surprisingly, for a professor at a Methodist seminary, his 
reading of Wesley lacks any mention of the crucial role of prevenient 
grace, which is the basis of Wesley's deep appreciation (contrary to T.'s 
suggestion) of the purely gratuitous nature of justification. 

In light of such considerations, I would argue, against T., that the hope 
for a truly biblical, traditional, and Lutheran basis for overcoming the 
divisions of the Reformation lies in a deeper appreciation of the crucial 
tie between justification and sanctification in Christian existence rather 
than in the monarchy of justification. At the same time, I would express 
my deep appreciation to Tavard for an insightful and vigorous discussion 
of a doctrine that is all too often neglected in the contemporary setting. 

Sioux Falls College, S. Dakota RANDY L. MADDOX 

DIE EINSETZUNG DER SAKRAMENTE DURCH CHRISTUS: EINE UNTER
SUCHUNG ZUR SACRAMENTENTHEOLOGIE DER FRÜHSCHOLASTIK VON 
ANSELM VON LAON BIS ZU WILHELM VON AUXERRE. By Wendelin 
Knoch. Münster: Aschendorff, 1983. Pp. χ + 434. DM 128. 
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This Habilitationsschrift, accepted by the Catholic Faculty of the 
University of Bonn in 1980, investigates the history of the integration of 
the institutio a Christo theme into early scholasticism's systematic the
ology of the sacraments. Its point of departure is in the schools of Anselm 
of Laon, Hugo of St Victor, and Peter Abelard. Numerous unedited 
treatises on the sacraments are included in the discussion along with the 
better-known edited texts of the period. The textual analysis terminates 
with the Summa aurea of William of Auxerre, composed between 1215-
29. 

K. identifies typical problems within sacramental theology which chal
lenged these theologians and shows the importance of the institution 
question for their final resolution. Correspondingly, he sheds light on 
how the treatment of institution provides a key to individual theologians' 
grasp of the theology of sacraments. This volume cannot be described as 
a summa of early scholastic sacramental theology but, because of the 
angle from which the sources are approached, it furnishes an excellent 
introduction to almost all aspects of that synthesis. A consistently good 
use is made of secondary literature, and a balanced judgment is displayed 
in the evaluation of the previous scholarly interpretation of the primary 
sources which are analyzed. Many of K.'s findings are already known; 
however, nowhere has the important theme of this thesis received such 
a thorough treatment. 

The significance of early scholasticism's contribution to a modern 
discussion of the institution of the sacraments need hardly be stressed. 
In that period of creative theology a development took place which did 
not occur in a continuous temporal sequence. But in the end the whole 
process resulted in a synthesis which unified an original variety of 
sacraments by integrating Church, as organ of salvation, into Christology 
within the scope of a universal salvation history. This secured the depth 
of the doctrine of sacraments expressed in institutio a Christo: a concept 
which necessarily emerges from the total perspective. Here sacraments 
are explained as originating in the divine plan of salvation (the Pauline 
mystery). They receive their precise determination in the stages of 
Christ's life and attain their purpose in the Church. They are high points 
of the saving revelation of God and of the Church's experience of 
salvation in Christ through the Spirit. This synthesis provides a differ
entiated approach to the patristic liturgical theology, which so accents 
the grounding of baptism and Eucharist in the passion of Christ that 
elements of verbal and personal institution by Christ are merged into a 
unity. It was required of the 11th and 12th centuries to provide a credible 
explanation of the pastoral-liturgical practice of the Church, the primary 
source of theological reflection on sacraments. It is needed today to help 
to overcome the last vestiges of a narrow concept of institution which is 
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the inheritance of an equally narrow Reformation and Counter Refor
mation sacramental theology. 

Pontifical Oriental Institute, Rome EDWARD J. KILMARTIN, S.J. 

PROPHECY IN EARLY CHRISTIANITY AND THE ANCIENT MEDITERRA

NEAN WORLD. By David E. Aune. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1983. Pp. 
xii + 522. $29.95. 

This book provides the first comprehensive coverage in English of 
Christian prophecy seen against the appropriate background of the 
ancient Mediterranean world in general and its dominant Greco-Roman 
culture. In several respects Aune's work is comparable mutatis mutandis 
to Johannes Lindblom's Prophecy in Ancient Israel. The author devotes 
two chapters to Greco-Roman prophecy, treating the form and function 
of Greco-Roman oracles as well as oracular places and persons. Two 
further chapters are devoted to prophecy in ancient Israel and early 
Judaism. 

The character of early Christian prophecy is discussed in considerable 
detail, with emphasis on the prophecies of Jesus in relation to his 
prophetic role, the form and content of early Christian prophecy, and 
the Christian prophets themselves. The basic forms of early Christian 
prophetic speech are, perhaps overarbitrarily, divided into six classes: 
oracles of assurance, prescriptive oracles, announcements of judgment, 
announcements of salvation, legitimation oracles, and eschatological 
theophany oracles. After expatiating on these classes of prophetic utter
ance, A. adds some interesting and sometimes provocative thoughts on 
the style of Christian prophetic speech. More could be added to the 
section on the poetic form of oracles, but here and elsewhere A. evinces 
that the two-part structure in oracles was a widespread phenomenon 
throughout the ancient world. Perhaps the least common oracular form 
in early Christianity was that which was composed in antithetic paral
lelism, but A. presents six instances among the genuine Montanist oracles 
which do exhibit this kind of parallelism. A better-known example, also 
cited by Α., is the oracle to be found in Rev 13:9-10. 

The rather negative conclusions of A.'s research are particularly sig
nificant. He avers that nearly all of the different kinds of early Christian 
prophetic utterance are so similar to other forms of Christian discourse 
as to be virtually indistinguishable from them. "There is," he maintains, 
"no such thing as a distinctively characteristic form of Christian 
prophetic discourse that is recognizable apart from the presence of formal 
framing devices" (338). Furthermore, A. insists, since there are no stylis
tic or generic characteristics which are typical of Christian prophetic 
diction, it is usually impossible to determine whether or not a given text 
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is oracular in origin. A. adds that what specifically distinguished Chris
tian prophetic utterance was the supernatural origin claimed for it rather 
than its content or form. However, if one bears in mind that other Church 
leaders of the first and second centuries were also claiming to speak with 
divine authority, and that during the second century many of the Chris
tian prophets were in fact dissidents, it becomes clear how the office of 
Christian prophet gradually became dysfunctional and redundant as the 
hierarchical structure of the Church, and especially the monepiscopal 
diocesan form of organization, became established as the norm. It is safe 
to say—and A. practically says it—that the Christian prophets were 
never integrated into the formal organizational structure of the early 
churches, or regarded as administrative functionaries. The difficult ques
tion whether early Christians in general regarded themselves as potential 
prophets is left undecided; the available evidence is inconclusive. A. does 
not regard charismatic exegesis as part of prophecy (against Ε. E. Ellis 
et al.); he sees it as being closer to divination, and relegates the subject 
to an appendix. 

Most of the text of this book was completed in mid-1979, and subse
quent publications, such as M. Eugene Boring's Sayings of the Risen 
Jesus: Christian Prophecy in the Synoptic Tradition, are not taken into 
consideration. Despite this fact and the several controversial positions 
which he adopts, A.'s work is a solid and valuable addition to the growing 
literature on Christian prophecy. 

Union Theological Seminary, N. Y.C. DAVID GREENWOOD 

THE MIND OF ST. BERNARD OF CLAIRVAUX. By G. R. Evans, Oxford: 
Clarendon/Oxford University, 1983. Pp. xv + 239. $35. 

Evans, whose prolific writings have placed her in the forefront of a 
new generation of study of a large expanse of medieval intellectual life, 
particularly of the century encompassing Anselm and Alan of Lille, has 
now given us a sensitive and imaginative reading of the mind of St. 
Bernard. In many ways this present book complements the edition of the 
works of Bernard completed by J. Leclercq, C. H. Talbot, and H. Rocháis 
in 1978. Evans has immersed herself in Bernard's writings, and from 
them has drawn an analysis of Bernard's thought less schematized and 
systematic than that of Gilson, and less concerned with spirituality than 
Leclercq, but for all that more attuned to the impact of event and context 
on idea, and to the workings of B.'s mind, especially his attempt to deal 
with paradox, contradiction, and the new learning. B. is presented as a 
"problem-solver," attempting to reconcile such conflicts as that between 
his own preference for contemplation and the hectic worldly demands 
from which he never turned. 
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The first of four chapters is on B. as soldier of Christ. While this goes 
over much known material, sometimes at the level of intelligent popular
ization, and sometimes does not refer to the most appropriate bibliog
raphy, it does survey the 12th-century discussion of the various states of 
religious life. B.'s attitudes toward the Rule of St. Benedict, the Templars, 
and the Crusades are described. 

Chapter 2, "Bernard the Preacher," begins with a partly speculative 
sketch of B.'s early years and education. As throughout the book, many 
writers beside B. are discussed to develop context. Particularly instructive 
comparisons are made between Anselm and Bernard. Although topics 
like the history and B.'s idea of the senses of Scripture are discussed 
rather superficially and impressionistically, his preaching is considered 
from many points of view. The roles of William of St. Thierry and the 
sermons on the Song of Songs in the development of B.'s thinking are 
very well drawn. 

The third chapter considers B. as defender of the faith and theologian. 
For once, in a book which sometimes drowns its main subject in compar
ative comment, the general reader might have profited from a more 
precise placement of B.'s ideas on intentionality in moral action and 
cooperatio between human free will and divine grace within the history 
of theology. Yet B.'s considerable ability as a simplifier of theological 
questions is drawn very well. Especially in the description of the trial of 
Gilbert of Poitiers, Evans ties her customary clarity of exposition to a 
thorough examination of what theologically was at issue. 

The final chapter is devoted to De consideratione and B.'s doctrine of 
the Church. His principal theme, the paradox of the pope as the "lowly-
hearted lord of the world" (205), is explained clearly. The book ends with 
a Conclusion on Bernard's success in both thinking through and em
bodying the paradoxes of his religion and age—above all, the union of 
mystical ascent with a life of activity. Man, as Christ, is a copula 
"reconciling the irreconcilable" (222). 

University of Utah GLENN W. OLSEN 

ACTA CUSANA: QUELLEN ZUR LEBENSGESCHICHTE DES NIKOLAUS VON 
KUES. Edited by Erich Meuthen and Hermann Hallauer 1/1:1401—May 
17, 1437; 1/2: May 17, 1437—December 31, 1450. Edited by Erich 
Meuthen. Hamburg: Meiner, 1976, 1983. Pp. xvi + 199; vi + 201-667. 
DM 180, 320. 

When the Heidelberg Academy of Sciences first undertook the edition 
of Nicholas of Cusa's works over 50 years ago, it understandably planned 
to include his "letters." Several of these had long been recognized to be 
of extraordinary importance for the history of conciliarism, the Bohemian 
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utraquist controversy, and late-medieval mysticism. Λβ work on the 
edition progressed and as Cusanus research uncovered more and more 
archival and literary material, it became obvious that the category 
"letters" was simply not comprehensive enough to encompass the mul
tifarious documentation that related to the life and work of this 15th-
century genius. The term "acta" seejned more appropriate for a collection 
of letters, documentary references, official reports, rescripts, petitions, 
legal briefs, marginalia, and notices of every kind—not only those which 
were from Nicholas' own hand but also those which intersected his own 
activity or were tangential to it. Plans now foresee three volumes of acta, 
eacl̂  }n three installments. While not strictly considered part of the 
Opera omnia, they are clearly parallel and complementary volumes. 

These first two installments are simply astonishing in the wealth of 
material they assemble, in the brilliance of their critical precision, and 
in the flawless accuracy of their presentation. If any fault can be sug
gested, it is in the almost tediously overwhelming mass of everyday 
"administrivia." But even in this respect the volumes would seem to be 
unique in the completeness of their documentation of the life of a late-
medieval personality. There are 962+ numbered, chronologically ar
ranged entries ranging from a few lines in length to the over-40-page 
Summa dictorum of June 1442, here presented in a complete and fresh 
critical edition. A number is assigned in the chronology for every work 
and treatise in the Opera omnia, including each of the Sermones. We are 
thus enabled to get a sense of the Sitz im Leben of each of Nicholas' 
treatises, as well as a close-up view of the man himself, warts and all. 
The "real" Nicholas is not only the contemplative idealist of the De docta 
ignorantia or even the conciliarist reformer of the De concordantia 
cattolica. He is also the cagey benefice hustler and the aggressive advocate 
portrayed in the acta. But all this "hard" evidence presented by the acta 
should not, simply by reason of its sheer mass and incontrovertible 
facticity, be an obstacle to the more important task of interpretation, as 
it unfortunately so often has been in the case of Cusanus. Rather, it 
should provide perspective and a much-needed dimension of realism. 

La Salle University, Phila. JAMES E. BIECHLER 

RHETORIC AND REFORM: ERASMUS' CIVIL DISPUTE WITH LUTHER. By 

Marjorie O'Rourke Boyle. Cambridge: Harvard University, 1983. Pp. 215. 
$24. 

Along the shelf of recent works on Erasmus as a biblical, humanistic 
theologian, one finds his controversy with Luther ordinarily presented 
as one further chapter in the history of theological anthropology. B. 
approaches the dispute in the wake of her work on the doctrinal and 
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linguistic suppositions of Erasmus' theology (Erasmus on Language and 
Method in Theology, 1977) and study of his convictions about Christ's 
inspiring influence on the pre-Christian classics (Christening Pagan 
Mysteries, 1981). She now sets out to analyze the rhetoric of the Erasmus-
Luther exchange. As a consequence, Rhetoric and Reform deals with 
questions of literary genre, methods of persuasion, criteria of truth, and 
appropriate styles of discourse. Such a perspective, however, does not 
leave us on the outer surface of a literary clash between opposed doctrines. 
Instead, it leads to a profound discussion of opposed epistemologies and 
divergent understandings of the theologian's relation to both Church and 
society. 

Erasmus chose for his Diatribe sive collatio on free choice the rhetorical 
genre of deliberative exposition. Thus he does not argue a case, as in 
juridical rhetoric, nor does he engage in praise and blame, as in the 
epideictic genre. Hoping to entice Luther to modify his dogmatic asser-
tiveness, Erasmus follows the conventions of a form whose aim is service 
of the common good by first arguing both sides of a question of moral 
import and then turning for resolution to a consensus about what is more 
advantageous in the given situation. But Luther refused the Erasmian 
overture of civility by responding in the juridical genre, using forensic 
rhetoric in De servo arbitrio, in imitation of God's accusatory address in 
the forum of conscience. Whereas Erasmus sought to imitate the Spirit's 
temperate, persuasive affability, Luther followed a Spirit who accuses 
and convicts. For Erasmus, the issue was related to a complex social 
context, and so one had to adapt the message carefully to the prevalent 
situation of believers. But for Luther in 1525, there was but one context, 
that of our inevitably self-righteous estimate of ourselves, and here the 
Word makes no accommodations. Furthermore, Luther subverted the 
Erasmian criterion of consensus by propounding the dualism of an utterly 
manifest Scripture and an invisible community of genuine believers. 

For Erasmus, free choice was a central part of our co-operation with 
God's mystery of redemption. Still, his reticent "scepticism" was appro
priate, both as a contrived attempt to win Luther over and as a method 
of dealing with the spectrum of views on how freedom and grace interact. 
Sad to say, the vast majority have agreed with Luther's defamatory 
allegations that Erasmus was devious and irresolute—lacking the firm 
spine of doctrinal clarity. The truth is that Erasmus had an acute sense 
of the line dividing the realms of certainty and probable opinion. 

B. argues that Luther's epistemology was Stoic, and so he sensed 
himself compelled by the force of a manifest presentation, a "kataleptic 
impression," which dissipates the miserable darkness of uncertainty. 
Luther's option for dogmatism and for juridical rhetoric conformed to 
the compelling force of the case he could argue with clear biblical evidence 
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(claritas Scripturae). At this juncture, B. studies Luther's accounts of his 
wrestling with Romans 1:17 to find the origins of his certainty. However, 
rhetorical analysis of these accounts could raise doubt about their value 
as autobiography. A more promising seedbed of Luther's certainty lies in 
his theology of sacramental absolution around 1518, when a kind of 
"kataleptic impression" became central in his instructions on faith. 
Absolution is, for Luther, the paradigmatic gospel word, and from it he 
found both certainty for believers and a remarkable claritas in Scripture. 
Luther's subsequent development toward an excessively invisible church 
was a new departure, occasioned by Roman incompetence in dealing with 
him and by Johann Eck's badgering argumentation at Leipzig in 1519. 

The final chapter of B.'s exposition of the Erasmus-Luther exchange 
concerns the value of the consensus over the centuries in favor of free 
choice in response to grace. Responding to De servo arbitrio, Erasmus 
accused Luther of a Gnostic subjectivism because of his opposition to 
that consensus. To back up his allegation, Erasmus brought out his 1526 
edition of Irenaeus, who contended against second-century Gnostics that 
truth is found by agreeing to the teaching propounded openly in the 
apostolic churches. B. offers ten pages on this charge by Erasmus, but 
then briefly asserts that the imputation was faulty (151). Justice requires 
that more be said here, to show just how un-Gnostic Luther was. His 
creeds, catechisms, and constant sacramental focus more than refute 
Erasmus' bit of theological name-calling. This is a fine, sensitive book 
on Erasmus, but it leaves some less compelling impressions through its 
treatment of Luther. 

Gregorian University, Rome JARED WlCKS, S.J. 

COENA DOMINI 1: DIE ABENDMAHLSLITURGIE DER REFORMA
TIONSKIRCHEN IM 16./17. JAHRHUNDERT. Edited by Irmgard Pahl. Spi-
cilegium Friburgense 29. Fribourg, Swit.: Universitätsverlag, 1983. Pp. 
xvii + 611. 

This collection is the second of a four-part series. Prex eucharistica 
(1969) offered examples of ancient Greek and Latin Eucharistie prayers. 
This volume contains orders of the Lord's Supper of Reformation 
churches of the 16th and 17th centuries. Important texts dependent on 
these orders are added, as well as exhortations, songs, and rubrics. 
Original languages are used and German translations are provided for 
less current ones. No doubt this splendid contribution to scientific 
liturgical studies will prove to be an indispensable handbook for scholars. 

The readers of this journal will be particularly interested in a compar
ative study of the theologies of the Lord's Supper expressed in these 
church orders. Despite various nuances this common outlook seems to 
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emerge: (1) The gift of the Lord's Supper is forgiveness of sins made 
possible by the gift of Christ himself; or, more precisely, a sealing of 
forgiveness for the believer. This understanding explains the prominence 
given to the introductory penitential service. (2) As a ritual action, the 
Lord's Supper promises, contains, places in power, and communicates 
the spiritual legacy (testamentum) of Jesus. (3) The spiritual efficacy is 
conditioned by the ritually expressed act of faith of believers. (4) This 
spiritual sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving is an offering in which 
believers lean on Christ with faith in his testamentwn and so come before 
God in prayer. (5) In this spiritual sacrifice the believer accepts the gift, 
and this implies a self-offering, i.e., the giving of oneself to Christ present 
in word and sacrament through belief in him. Thereby the common 
priesthood of all believers is exercised. (6) The gift of the Lord's Supper 
demands acceptance, not return. Reception and return, and so sacrament 
and sacrificial offering of the gift, Christ himself, are contradictory 
concepts (Luther, Calvin, Zwingli). This accounts for the omission of the 
classical anamnesis-offering. 

One observation on this theology must suffice. The characteristic 
omission of the anamnesis-offering in Reformation Eucharistie prayers 
is based on a highly rationalized theology of justification by faith and a 
defective notion of gift. On the contrary, a more profound theology of 
the old Church needed the anamnesis-offering, which follows the narra
tive of institution of the Eucharist, to express the conviction that the 
gift in usu remains always God's gift. From this point of view this prayer 
is the most profound liturgical expression of the biblical dogma of 
justification by faith. 

Pontifical Oriental Institute, Rome EDWARD J. KILMARTIN, S.J. 

THE CONCEPT OF GLAUBENSLEHRE: ERNST TROELTSCH AND THE 
THEOLOGICAL HERITAGE OF SCHLEIERMACHER. By Walter E. Wyman. 
Chico, Cl: Scholars, 1983. Pp. xx + 255. $14.95. 

In this thoroughly investigated and well-written book, W. defends the 
theological viability of Troeltsch's posthumously published lectures on 
Glaubenslehre from the years 1911-12. These lectures have met largely 
negative ciriticism since they appeared in 1925, as their first reviewers 
and subsequent commentators have found the historical method they 
advance to result in the dissolution of Christian dogmatics. W. considers 
this objection pointless since the dissolution of traditional dogmatics was 
precisely T.'s intention. According to W., T. understood his lectures on 
Glaubenslehre as a revisionist project in which the supernaturalist claims 
of Protestant Orthodox and Ritschlian dogmatics were eclipsed by a 
theological method based on the philosophy of religion and executed with 
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a keen appreciation for the uncompromising extent of historical relativ
ity. W. sees T., at least in this respect, as Schleiermacher's legitimate 
theological heir. 

W. departs from the customary paths of Troeltsch interpretation by 
devoting his entire monograph to T.'s contributions as a systematic or 
doctrinal theologian. By his own admission, he is more interested in the 
method than the content of the Glaubenslehre; for in the methodological 
presuppositions and structure of the work he finds T. far more committed 
theologically and even ecclesiastically to the Christian tradition than his 
critics have usually assumed. 

W. offers a convincing dialectical interpretation of T.'s philosophical 
and theological commitments in the project of Glaubenslehre, which 
portrays its method as an "uneasy synthesis" of its two sources, meta
physics and history. As a postcritical reflection on faith, the Glauben
slehre requires that theological statements be accommodated to modern 
knowledge (96). Perhaps the most distinctive traits of T.'s work are its 
search for foundations in an idealist metaphysics and its efforts even to 
validate the experiential basis of theological reflection and expression 
through a philosophical analysis of personal decision for—in more tra
ditional language, conversion to—the truth claims of the Christian tra
dition. W. argues that the Glaubenslehre checks this explicitly philosoph
ical criterion of theological authenticity with a historical one. The Glau
benslehre requires that theological statements draw their content from 
the life of historical faith, both present and past, and that these experi
ential moments in the tradition be captured through the effective exe
cution of a theology of consciousness and a historical theology respec
tively. Though W. insists on understanding T.'s theological project in 
terms of the dual criteria of metaphysics and history, he concludes that 
the balance T. effects between these norms in the Glaubenslehre remains 
precarious and tilts, perhaps even decisively, to the side of metaphysics. 
In spite of this recognition, W. maintains throughout his study that T., 
if not himself a confessional theologian, constructed an academic theol
ogy that was attuned to confessional concerns and committed to the 
promulgation of the tradition's integrity. 

This last point helps to focus W.'s situation of T. in the theological 
heritage of Schleiermacher. The principal difference between S. and T. 
is that S. understood himself as a confessional theologian and, while 
appreciative of the need to revise the dogmatic tradition in light of the 
principles of scientific intelligibility, never subordinated the responsibil
ity of speaking for the Church to the demands of the critical spirit. It is 
difficult to imagine S. venturing a program as formidable and uneccle-
siastical as the intentional dissolution of traditional dogmatics. If T. does 
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legitimately stand in the theological heritage of S., he does so, as W. 
carefully qualifies, only formally (185), in his dedication to the general 
type of theological revisionism that S. initiated a century earlier. 

Fairfield University JOHN E. THIEL 

GANDHI'S RELIGIOUS THOUGHT. By Margaret Chatterjee. Notre 
Dame: University of Notre Dame, 1983. Pp. xiv + 194. $19.95. 

In this fascinating volume Chatterjee. an Oxford-educated Indian 
philosopher who teaches at Delhi University, offers us a solid, compre
hensive study of Gandhi's wisdom, his moral and spiritual vision of a 
new humanity based on concrete action for the sake of the oppressed. 
Following a somewhat informal method rather than an analytic concep
tual approach, she identifies the essential structures in his thought which 
were incarnated in his life and action. 

Rooted in the Indian tradition, which includes Hinduism, Jainism, 
Buddhism, Islam, Christianity, and Sikhism, but modifying elements of 
this tradition in light of the pressing needs of his people, Gandhi united 
his religious and cultural background with the truths of the gospel, 
especially those of the Beatitudes. Indeed, he was profoundly moved by 
the Sermon on the Mount, and the image of the crucified Christ enduring 
his suffering so impressed him that it became the inspiration of his 
lifelong commitment to nonviolence. 

Gandhi had a propensity for pluralism, believing, like the Jains, that 
all the religious traditions, philosophical systems, and world views were 
only fragments of the overarching Truth, partial perspectives on the one, 
infinite Reality whose mystery is inexhaustible in its depth. He had little 
patience for theological disputes, or a world-denying spirituality that 
turned its back on the sufferings of the poor, the exploited, and those in 
bondage to a political power or a social system, particularly the victims 
of the degrading class notion of "untouchability." 

C. F. Andrews, a close friend of his, put his finger on it when in a letter 
to Tagore he said that Gandhi was ua saint of action rather than of 
contemplation." It was not that Gandhi was antagonistic towards India's 
contemplative ideal, but that he had no time for an exclusively contem
plative life while millions of his countrymen existed in miserable, really 
subhuman conditions, and tied to a colonial power. He was too busy 
trying to heal their wounds and transforming, from within, the system 
that kept them in their deplorable condition. 

In a certain sense Gandhi is a peculiarly modern saint in the form his 
mission assumed in the Indian context, a context in which there was no 
cultural support for the moral insight that we are responsible for others, 
that we are obligated, in true religion, to bear the burdens of those who 
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need us. Gandhi's message, embodied in his life and example, is very 
Christian, and in this sense he is not so much modern as timeless. His 
vision is that of compassion and selfless service to humanity. It is the 
pursuit of the love of God in the love of man, of all people. Caring is the 
essence of his life, and this is the test of truth in all the situations of life. 
God invites us to care, to respond in the events of human existence. 

This care, compassion, or divine love that he exemplified actually 
distinguishes Gandhi's way from that of Marxism. In Marxism, generally, 
there is no compassion, no sense of empathy for those who suffer, only 
an anger and hatred. The poor then become the excuse for violence and 
revolution, without the revolutionaries taking responsibility for their 
actions and for the process. Gandhi did both. He did not believe that 
control of the state was necessary to bring about a classless society. His 
was a personalista vision in the midst of community. He steeped himself 
in the process of struggle and took responsibility for the moral education 
of those who oppress others or otherwise practice injustice. In other 
words, he loved them. 

He rarely theorized alone, but tested his insights existentially. Nor was 
he satisfied with thinking and writing about change while others imple
mented it. Rather, he bore the brunt of his methods in the very world he 
hoped to change. 

Gandhi was far ahead of the dialogue movement that seeks the con
vergence of world religions. He knew that dialogue and encounter were 
not enough, that the real challenge is to work together on common tasks: 
promoting peace, a caring, just society, and the freedom of all people. 
Personal liberation is not the goal, for it can only be realized when all 
achieve liberation; otherwise it can be selfish. The real goal is reconcili
ation, and this is the work that spiritual leaders, thinkers, scholars, etc. 
should pursue. In this task—his constant focus, proceeding from a 
recollected heart—Gandhi experienced his efforts as united with the 
divine power, and this power as bringing them to fruition. Chatterjee 
communicates Gandhi's vision, and she succeeds in showing its relevance 
in our time. 

New Boston, N.H. WAYNE TEASDALE 

JACQUES MARITAIN AND THE FRENCH CATHOLIC INTELLECTUALS. By 
Bernard Doering. Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame, 1983. Pp. 268. 
$22.95. 

Charles Péguy described the disaster of "dechristianization" in this 
century as a failure in mysticism. This intuition of Péguy's comes close 
to what I think Doering wishes to say about Maritain's vision of society 
and, in particular, how it influenced the Catholic literary revival in 
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France of the 20th century. Spanning the years from Maritain's conver
sion to Catholicism in 1905 to his death in 1973, D. gives us an interesting 
picture of his life. He portrays him as a man whose basic comprehension 
with regard to society and politics was determined—like that of Péguy's 
(who is mentioned in D.'s book as the master of Maritain)—by his 
Christian metaphysics and his commitment to Catholicism. Accordingly, 
it was only in this context that Maritain understood the "proper relation 
between religion and politics." So D. is trying to establish one essential 
point about Maritain: "his metaphysics was the indispensable foundation 
of his politics and social humanism; and without the former, the latter 
would disappear." 

D. starts out with a rather dismissive account of the years when 
Maritain was involved in the Action française, and maintains that the 
"Peace and Equilibrium" which followed upon Maritain's conversion 
"were shattered in 1926 by the crisis" of the Action française. The reason 
for this is explained as follows: "[Maritain] imprudently and naively let 
his political orientation be formed by his conservative spiritual director, 
Father Clérissac." For, according to D., it was only after Maritain's 
repudiation of Action française that he took "a definite public stand on 
certain political events," without ever abandoning "the heights of pure 
speculation." Then he goes on to discuss how this new perspective decided 
Maritain's approach to the victims of the Spanish Civil War, his defense 
of the Jews against the anti-Semitic attacks of the 30's and 40's, and his 
endless battle for the survival of democratic institutions during the 
Second World War. D. concludes with a general, though moving, depic
tion of Maritain's last years: first, as ambassador to the Vatican; second, 
as professor at Princeton; third, as a contemplative in his hermitage at 
Toulouse, where he ended his days as a member of the Little Brothers of 
Jesus. 

D. has rendered an important service in bringing together all this 
information about Maritain's life and his relationship with the other 
Catholic writers of the period. However, I must confess that he rarely 
goes beyond the anecdotal in the treatment of his sources. Indeed, one 
has the distinct impression of being offered a surfeit of correspondence 
between Maritain and these writers (bespeaking often the exaggerated 
sensitivity of academics, whose friendships are always at stake at the 
slightest difference of opinion uttered among them) without any critical 
analysis of their theological and philosophical content. Consequently, do 
not expect from this book any new development in our understanding of 
such a movement as Modernism, e.g., or even, for that matter, of 
Thomism itself. 

Nevertheless, D.'s book achieves what it purports to provide: a very 
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engaging description of "one of the most striking phenomena of twen
tieth-century French letters," the Catholic Literary Revival. It makes for 
pleasant reading. And—if I may apply here Péguy's intuition—it leaves 
me more with the memory of Maritain the mystic than Maritain the 
philosopher. 

University of Notre Dame E. GERARD CARROLL 

LE MERVEILLEUX ACCORD DE L'HOMME ET DE DIEU: ETUDE DE L'AN
ALOGIE DE L'ÊTRE CHEZ HANS URS VON BALTHASAR. By Georges de 
Schrijver. Leuven: Leuven University, 1983. Pp. 344. FB 1500. 

Including recent secondary literature and alluding to the new system 
Theodramatik, the volume begins as another study of analogia entis, but 
the reader is happy to see that the book eventually addresses the full 
thought of Balthasar. S.'s book has four parts. The first finds in the early 
work on German romanticism a negative, philosophical propaedeutic for 
revelation and grace, i.e., a need for the cross of Christ which concretizes 
the kenosis of Schelling and the pain of Nietzsche. The second part 
explores Balthasars theory of analogy in comparison with the theology 
of Karl Barth, as both theologians find an insufficiency in creation and 
a necessary focus in Christ. With the third part we turn to older sources— 
three Church Fathers, Origen, Gregory of Nyssa, and Maximus the 
Confessor, all of whom are theoretical mystics of the Incarnation. With 
the fourth section we reach another preliminary influence, i.e., Erich 
Przywara. The contrast of Balthasar to his Jesuit confrere and to Karl 
Barth encourages S. to take us on to the center of Balthasar's thought, 
the revelation of glory in the cross, and to thought-forms running through 
this theology: the Areopagite, the Rhenish Dominican theologians, and 
Adrienne von Speyr. Finally, we turn once more to the "theological 
aesthetics and dramaturgy" of those several systems of Balthasar. 

S. offers us the dense richness of Balthasar in a clear and vivid French 
style. We come to understand how much B.'s work owes to certain Greek 
theologians, and we see the similarities to and differences from Barth 
and that other obscure engineer of analogy, Przywara. Some also will see 
the limitations of B.'s reading of past sources and his unsatisfactory 
resolution of profound metaphysical issues in trite metaphors, e.g., "vir
gin" and "marriage." 

It was Catholic theology ("some of our best theologians . . . Schlegel, 
Baader, Goerres, Moehler, Staudenmaier") and aesthetics which led the 
young Balthasar to the German romantics. Although that early work no 
longer holds interest for him, we must observe not only the similarities 
between Schelling's massive systems and B., but also his somewhat 
inaccurate view of the later Schelling, emphasizing a tragic dimension of 
Schelling's middle works and overlooking the kenosis of the last system. 
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S.'s presentation of the "elliptical" thought of Przywara is probably 
among the best summaries of that thinker. If Barth needed the analogy 
of creation and of human participation for a continuing Christian theo
logical drama, Przywara's analogy, developing secondary causality and 
geistig spirituality, needed the flesh and blood of Christ. 

Is the cross the central word of Balthasars analogy? Does it differ 
from Barth only in its wider metaphysical (but not social) context? In 
one trenchant passage Balthasar says that Jesus died because of the 
unspecified "sin" which kills him but also because the Father abandons 
him; his "death by love . . . includes the entire Trinity" (Theodramatik 3, 
466). This kind of theology reflects the Christian metaphysics of Greek 
Fathers and of German post-Kantian philosophers; its achievement is to 
give flesh and blood through images and insights. From the point of view 
of speculative theology, however, it seems not only divinely severe but 
stuck, offering syntheses of Origen and Barth but no single new perspec
tive for a world which changed drastically after 1945. 

The limits of Balthasar appear clearly in his ecclesiology (in the 
broadest sense), as he fails to ask how a dramatics of grace reaches out 
into both ecclesial ministry and social transformation. S. concludes his 
book with a similar observation. "Balthasar avoids the debate concerning 
the serious problems of today . . . as humanity is confronted with the 
evolution of technology and the spirit of secularization And if one 
wishes to give to these problems an adequate response for today, it is not 
enough to turn to the vocabulary of neoplatonic aesthetics or of classical 
drama. One must answer in one's own language sensitive to the issues of 
human society and social critique" (332 f.). 

I am a reader, not a master, of literature on Balthasar, but this book— 
in format, maturity, and insight—must be numbered among the best 
presentations of this contemporary theologian; its narrative is itself a 
voyage into Christian speculation. Precisely because of S.'s delicate 
framing, we see the rarified atmosphere of this theology's beauty— 
inspiring but frozen, like a work of art. 

University of Notre Dame THOMAS F. O'MEARA, O.P. 

THE USE OF THE BIBLE IN CHRISTIAN ETHICS: A CONSTRUCTIVE 
ESSAY. By Thomas W. Ogletree. Philadelphia: Fortress, 1983. Pp. xviii 
+ 220. $19.95. 

Ogletree, the recent president of the Society of Christian Ethics, has 
produced a valuable essay. Attempting neither a comprehensive biblical 
ethics nor a contemporary Christian ethics, O. draws together conclusions 
from each discipline. This "fusion of horizons" yields some curious 
results. On the one hand, a contemporary ethics of producing good is 
discovered to have no biblical foundation, while the ethics of command-
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ments or of self-perfection is upheld. On the other hand, the biblical 
books are shown to conflict on major ethical issues such as love and law 
and to be unconcerned about changing world structures. 

O. tends to concede J. Sanders' point that the NT has little to teach 
concerning concrete decisions of present-day life. What the Bible teaches 
is eschatology as a horizon of understanding. 0. claims that attempts to 
find God's eternal wisdom, whether in the Bible or in natural structures, 
must be resisted lest history be frozen. The Bible must be given a "fresh 
interpretation." And the structures of this creation are part of the old 
age, which must be dialectically revised by the redemption. 

Three long chapters on the OT, the Synoptics, and Paul present the 
Bible's challenge to present moral understanding. 0. concentrates not on 
the narratives or on wisdom of Israel, but on the legal and prophetic 
traditions. He finds social solidarity founded on particular institutions 
and supported by laws. When these institutions failed, an eschatological 
solution arose which envisioned a future fulfilment even as it counseled 
patience in an ethic of survival. 

O. examines the Synoptics' view of the law in the eschatological age. 
Mark emphasizes the moral law over ceremonial law; Luke, who is the 
most conservative, argues that the Church is Israel faithful in observance 
of the law; Matthew also insists on the authority of the Jewish law, but 
awkwardly re-evaluates the law in light of love. The Synoptics do not 
offer sociopolitical reflection; still, their various insights on forgiveness, 
shared property, and nonviolence offer suggestions to our imagination. 

Paul stresses God's promise of unconditional commitment over the 
law of Moses. Hence law has only the status of a contingent divine 
response to sin. Paul insists on humility before God, readiness to suffer, 
and a self-giving love. Paul derives parenetic injunctions from prior 
relations to God and community; he legitimates cultural pluralism and 
he opens all rules to change. 

O. proposes a dialectical eschatology in which the new age is already 
coming to be in Christian communities. These communities, living out 
the call to discipleship under Jesus, are separate from an evil world. 
Christians should be primarily concerned about community life. They 
can accommodate themselves to the world and perhaps work to shape 
policy, as long as they remain free from the world's evil. Deontological 
rules for community order are necessary but need historical critique. 
Perfectionist calls for virtue are important, but only in the context of a 
relation to God and others. Both of these form parts of what O. calls 
"historical contextualism." 

This book does not focus on how to use the Bible in doing ethics, but 
rather on some crucial themes which ethics must consider. O. approaches 
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the Bible as a book that is helpful to contemporary Christians, though 
such an approach tends to obscure the Bible's authority. The selection 
of one set of biblical books and themes to the neglect of others could be 
questioned. Thus, the relation of eschatology to creation needs further 
examination; the person of Christ, not to mention the loving activity of 
God, also deserves more attention. 

Weston School of Theology, Mass. EDWARD VACEK, S.J. 

FUNDAMENTALS OF ETHICS. By John Finnis. Washington, D.C.: 
Georgetown University, 1983. Pp. χ + 163. $17.95; $8.95 paper. 

This work was originally presented in 1982 at Georgetown University, 
Washington, D.C., as six Carroll Lectures. The organization and content 
of the material bear a noticeable similarity with Finnis' earlier and more 
elaborate volume, Natural Law and Natural Rights (Oxford, 1980; cf. 
James Schall's review, TS 42 [1981] 160-62). Whereas the 1980 volume 
related the natural-law tradition to a wide range of issues in ethics, 
political philosophy, and jurisprudence, this volume applies the same 
tradition to more professedly ethical and methodological concerns. As F. 
puts it, objectivity and skepticism, and utilitarianism/consequentialism/ 
proportionalism are "the two academic methodological issues which 
dominate contemporary ethical theorizing" and are the "two issues which 
form the academic themes of this book" (10). 

F. insists that the foundation of ethics is necessarily more than 
"invented categories" (Mackie, Hobbes, Hume) or "contingent human 
attitudes" (Foot). For F., ethics is rooted in those human goods which 
are the components of all human flourishing or perfection: life, knowl
edge, play, aesthetic experience, sociability (friendship), practical reason
ableness, and religion. Among these goods F. argues that "all are equally 
fundamental, that there is no single, objective hierarchy of basic human 
goods" (51). They are, in short, incommensurable. 

"Everything in ethics," F. insists, "depends on the distinction between 
the good as experienced and the good as intelligible" (42). Goodness as 
intelligible is inadequate. Thus Lonergan's "good of order" (the good of 
co-operation that secures the realization of desires) is faulted as too 
empiricist. For F., goodness cannot be grounded simply in the satisfaction 
of the desires that a person happens to have; goodness lies rather in the 
perfection "attained, realized and participated in—the perfections which 
are understood first in practical reason's grasp that 'X' (knowledge, life, 
friendship) is a good to be pursued" (44). 

Because these goods are necessary for human flourishing and are 
universally accessible through reason, F. rejects radical skepticism as 
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unjustified and self-refuting. Because each human good is equally and 
irreducibly basic, he rejects all forms of proportionalism (including many 
efforts by such as Richard McCormick, Bruno Schüller, and Alan Don-
agan) as illegitimate and incoherent rationalizations of moral reasoning. 

This book will surely continue and extend the discussion begun by F.'s 
earlier work and possibly carry that debate to a deeper level. However, 
problems and questions remain. How should one deal with situations 
which are dilemmatic precisely because goods conflict with each other, 
e.g., the good of knowledge in tension with the good of friendship? Is it 
practically possible to insist on the incommensurability of human goods 
and avoid any hierarchical ranking? Is knowledge, e.g., really no more or 
less objectively higher (at least in certain situations) than, say, aesthetic 
experience or play? And even if knowledge is a basic human good, are all 
forms of knowledge equally valuable? Must every choice against a partic
ular value (e.g., life) always entail a rejection of the larger general value? 
Can all forms of utilitarianism and consequentialism be reduced without 
remainder to morally illegitimate forms of proportionalism? How truly 
self-evident are all of F.'s basic goods? Many quite reasonable people will 
undoubtedly challenge his inclusion of religion within that category. 

For persons familiar with F.'s earlier work, this book will serve as an 
extension and application of his ideas. Those for whom this book is a 
first introduction will find it worth while (though not absolutely neces
sary) to explore the more elaborate explanations of basic concepts avail
able in Natural Law and Natural Rights. Aside from F.'s distracting 
penchant for parenthetical phrases, which abound in almost every para
graph (sometimes with parentheses within parentheses), this work should 
be accessible to all readers of this journal. 

Bucknell University, Pa. JOSEPH A. LA BARGE 

THE WAY OF THE LORD JESUS 1: CHRISTIAN MORAL PRINCIPLES. By 
Germain Grisez. Chicago: Franciscan Herald, 1983. Pp. xxxvi + 971. 
$35. 

This is a monumental work. It is Grisez's response to the request of 
the fathers of Vatican II for a renewal of moral theology. Everyone 
familiar with the history of moral theology will be aware of the criticisms 
that have been leveled at the manuals published prior to Vatican II. 
While many of the faults pointed out, if not justified, could be explained 
by the limited purpose these manuals served, they did lead to a limited 
view of the moral life, and particularly the Christian moral life. Grisez 
proposes to give a more comprehensive and inspirational picture of this 
life. 
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The approach G. takes to undergirding the moral life differs from the 
ordinary manual approach. He sees moral norms as related to human 
goods rather than the traditional natural law. These are the goods which 
fulfil the human being and are of various kinds. What is "bad" is a 
privation of this goodness. G. states that there are seven categories of 
basic human goods. His first moral principle is that one should aim at 
integral human fulfilment, choose what is compatible with that fulfil
ment, and avoid what is incompatible. 

Corresponding to this first principle and the seven categories of human 
goods are eight modes of responsibilities, which in turn correspond to 
the eight Beatitudes. In general, each excludes a way of acting which is 
inconsistent with a will toward integral human fulfilment. G. relates 
these modes to the virtues, which are aspects of the whole personality 
integrated by good commitments. These commitments are choices made 
in accord with the first principle of morality and the modes of responsi
bility. The modes of responsibility are intermediate principles midway 
between the first principle and the completely specific norms that direct 
particular choices. 

G. rules out proportionalism as a method of moral judgment. Besides 
other reasons, he does not feel that the kind of measuring of goods it 
calls for is possible. He also feels that it instrumentâmes human goods, 
reducing them to simple means, thus removing any distinction between 
the bonum honesfum and the bonum utile. 

G. admits that people do not ordinarily derive their norms from his 
modes of responsibility, but he shows how they can be so derived, and he 
maintains that some of these norms are absolute. He then goes on to the 
subjects usually presented in fundamental moral theology: law, doubts of 
conscience, sin, distinction of sin, grave and slight sin, etc. He gives 
much more attention to original sin than was found in the ordinary 
moral manual of the past. More thorough treatments of this subject were 
generally reserved to treatises on systematic theology. He is not pleased 
with the identification of original sin with "sin in the world." 

G. opts for equiprobabilism as an indirect method of solving doubts. 
Th[is comes to the reader as a surprise, since probabilism has generally 
been accepted as a legitimate method of solving doubts. But the difference 
between probabilism and equiprobabilism may be largely theoretical, 
since it may be impossible to make a judgment of equiprobability. He 
does not show any great enthusiasm for the recent trend toward tracing 
the distinction between mortal and venial sin to a fundamental moral 
option. While he admits a fundamental option of faith, he has many 
difficulties with a fundamental moral option. 

The treatise moves from sin to redemption and from there to the 
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supernatural life. It is G.'s opinion that there is a specific Christian moral 
response. The first principle on which this response is based is the 
principle of Christian love. This is detailed in the eight Beatitudes, which 
correspond with the eight modes of responsibility. He does not go into 
more specific moral norms, but these presumably will be taken care of in 
subsequent volumes. 

The goal of the Christian response is human fulfilment in Christ and 
includes more than a life of the Beatitudes. It calls for prayer, both 
private and liturgical, and the sacramental life. G. deals specifically with 
the first four sacraments. He sees fulfilment in Christ as something 
which begins in this life and is completed in the next. The Christian 
moral life is consequently not seen as a means to an end but more as a 
beginning. 

G. then presents the Church as custodian of the truth of Christ not 
only in its infallible teaching but also in its authentic teaching. His final 
chapter is on dissent from Church teaching, particularly its moral teach
ing. He gives a rather thorough account of the dissent that has occurred 
in the American Church since the publication of Humanae vitae and 
subjects it to a careful critical analysis. Since it is obviously a subject on 
which he feels very strongly, his treatment is not as dispassionate as 
might be desirable. 

The book is meticulously organized and follows a question-answer 
method. This makes it convenient for reference. It also contains very 
helpful summaries at the end of each chapter. G. makes generous use of 
appendices to go into greater detail on specific points than the text would 
call for or advise. These deal with such questions as pluralism, the notion 
of the common good, principle of double effect, symbolic aspect of the 
sacraments, etc. They add considerably to the value of the text. 

The book will make an excellent book of reference for those studying 
moral theology. The thoroughness of the work may make it difficult for 
beginners unless they have the guidance of a very competent teacher. 
Although the reader may find G.'s underlying metaethics somewhat dense 
and complicated, it does have a coherence that gives it plausibility. The 
reader may not agree with all of G.'s positions, but he will always find 
them well thought out and defended. A genuine contribution to current 
moral theology. 

Loyola University of Chicago JOHN R. CONNERY, S.J. 

THE PEACEABLE KINGDOM: A PRIMER IN CHRISTIAN ETHICS. By 
Stanley Hauerwas. Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame, 1983. Pp. 
xxvi + 179. $17.95; $7.95 paper. 
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For the past decade, the writings of Hauerwas have persistently and 
vigorously pressed the claim that Christian moral life and its reflective 
counterpart, Christian ethics, take their fundamental shape from convic
tions Christians hold to be true about the life and the preaching, the 
death and the resurrection, of Jesus. The Peaceable Kingdom now presses 
that claim along lines that urge the centrality of nonviolence for the 
kingdom which Jesus both heralds and, in his own person, makes defin
itively present. This claim is developed in the context of themes that 
readers of H.'s other writings will find familiar: the contrast between the 
Church and the world; the centrality of narrative, tradition, and memory 
for shaping the vision and the life of Christians in their community; and 
the importance of the life of the virtues, particularly those of patience 
and hope, for displaying the distinctive character of Christian existence. 

H.'s case for the centrality of nonviolence becomes particularly per
suasive, in my judgment, because of the links it has to the characterization 
of Christian life that he has frequently made: training in how to see the 
world truthfully. By stressing that Christian life involves training to see, 
H. has provided a way to affirm, or to reaffirm, imagination as a capacity 
ordered to truth. By stressing that Christian life involves a training to 
see, H. has also provided a way to affirm, or to reaffirm, spirituality and 
asceticism as central elements to Christian moral life. As I understand 
the case H. makes for nonviolence, imagination and spirituality each 
play an important role. Imagination plays an important role inasmuch 
as the peaceableness that Christians are called to display must challenge 
the ways we all have come to expect ourselves and others to deal with 
violence and the threat of violence. Hauerwas puts the matter thus: "... 
the problem with these attempts to commit the Christian to limited use 
of violence is that they too often distort the character of our alterna
tives Moreover, when violence is justified in principle as a necessary 
strategy for securing justice, it stills the imaginative search for nonviolent 
ways of resistance to injustice" (114). This link to imagination lends 
strength to the case for the centrality of nonviolence by shifting the 
argumentative ground away from the question of the extent to which the 
nonviolent can also be "realistic," particularly when there is need to 
protect the innocent from harm. H.'s argument suggests, instead, that 
nonviolence is nothing less than a call to expand our vision of what is 
real—and thus of what can be done—on the basis of the new possibilities 
for peace that have been founded on the life, cross, and resurrection of 
Jesus Christ. 

H. insists, as he has done in his earlier writings, that the first place in 
which the peace of God's kingdom needs display is in the Church's own 
life. His development of this theme makes manifest a connection that 
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links nonviolence intrinsically to spirituality; one's life can be shaped in 
accord with nonviolence only in the context of a community that enables 
and encourages the constant practice of the renunciation of self as the 
appropriate acknowledgment that all that is good comes to us not by 
right but as gift. 

There are elements of H.'s case that others will find detracting from 
the persuasive power of the two I have noted. The chief of these might 
be the studied refusal to develop some kind of normative account of 
society for use in the decision-making of the Church; yet this refusal is 
itself of a piece with H.'s overall vision of theology and ethics—an 
enterprise that starts not with the abstractions of social theory or of 
metaphysics but with the concrete fulfilment, in the person of Jesus, of 
God's promise to be our peace. 

Marquette University PHILIP J. Rossi, S.J. 

PASTORAL LETTERS OF THE UNITED STATES CATHOLIC BISHOPS 
1792-1983 1: 1792-1940; 2: 1941-1961; 3: 1962-1974; 4: 1975-1983. 
Edited by Hugh J. Nolan. Washington, D.C.: United States Catholic 
Conference, 1984. Pp. 487, 271, 525, 616. $75. 

The Catholic historian Hugh Nolan has put together a valuable, though 
incomplete, collection of episcopal letters and statements published be
tween 1792 and 1983. Nolan was understandably in a bind with respect 
to the many statements issued by the NCCB/USCC (1966-83). In 
prefaces he announced his decision to include pastoral letters, statements, 
and resolutions of all the bishops and statements made by the President 
of the NCCB/USCC, and the Administrative Board or Committee. In 
fact, N. included four statements of the USCC's Committee on Social 
Development and World Peace but omitted—without any consistent 
reason—at least nine by that significant USCC body. N. also failed even 
to indicate all the USCC Congressional testimony, statements by the 
Executive Committee, the General Secretary, and other officials. It takes 
23 pages just to list the titles of the material on foreign policy and 
domestic policy. It is extremely important to be aware of all these 
statements in order to form an accurate picture of what the bishops as a 
group have been doing between 1966 and 1983. 

It is interesting to note that the bishops have issued almost 30% more 
pages of statements and letters since the founding of the NCCB/USCC 
in 1966 than between 1792 and 1966. That figure does not even include 
all the material omitted by Nolan. The NCCB/USCC has published very 
important pastoral letters on the Church (1967), on the family and 
human life (1968), Catholic education (1972), on Mary (1973), and on 
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the moral life (1976). The bishops have also put out significant statements 
on abortion, the laity, Catholic religious education, Catholic higher 
education, ecumenism, and medical ethics. Still, the major focus of the 
NCCB/USCC has been social justice. 

In his foreword to Volume 4, Cardinal Bernardin says that social 
justice is the most frequently addressed subject between 1975 and 1983. 
N. and I agree with this assessment. Bernardin and Nolan, however, 
write about social-justice statements as though they were above political 
partisanship. They are only partially right. Some statements on social 
justice, either entirely or in part, avoid partisan politics and lay out 
Catholic social doctrine in such a manner as to be truly educational. 
Many of these statements are not above partisanship because the bishops 
take sides on matters of personal political judgment or preferences where 
Catholics might legitimately make other moral choices. The U.S. bishops 
do admit their advocacy of political opinion in The Challenge of Peace, 
the 1983 pastoral on peace. Most of the other political statements issued 
between 1966 and 1980 contain no such caveat. Consequently, the Cath
olic faithful consulting Volumes 3 and 4 of N.'s Pastoral Letters will be 
hard pressed to distinguish authoritative episcopal teaching from the 
expression of personal political preferences. 

Not only are the majority of statements on social-justice issues, but 
the USCC/NCCB bishops tend to separate evangelization from the 
pursuit of justice. In fact, their quest for justice has become an activity 
parallel to evangelization instead of an integral part of it. While the 
bishops are certainly committed to evangelization, they do not say that 
it is the most effective means for the hierarchical Church to seek justice. 
Instead, the USCC/NCCB has stressed the quest for justice through 
policy statements. With the stress on proposing their own policy initia
tives, the bishops have largely failed to communicate the very rich 
tradition of Catholic social doctrine to Catholics—not to mention non-
Catholics. The bishops' almost exclusive focus on policy issues since 1977 
is especially unfortunate given the many pressing internal problems of 
the Church, e.g., the problems of the seminaries, families, youth, religious 
education, and moral theology. 

The bishops could respond to my observation about the focus of the 
NCCB/USSC that social justice is part of Catholic doctrine. They are 
right in that Pius XI formally introduced the concept into Catholic social 
thought in his 1931 encyclical Quadragesimo anno. Pius XI, however, did 
not understand social justice as directing bishops to see the taking of 
policy positions as their best contribution to the political and social order. 
Pius XI said: "it is the very essence of social justice to demand from each 
individual all that is necessary for the common good." The restoration 
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and perfection of the social order on the basis of social justice and social 
charity require primarily the correction of morals or the practice of 
virtue. Social justice or the common good will, of course, require citizens 
to use law as a means of correcting evil and disposing people to act 
decently. 

The pastoral letters and statements of the pre-USCC/NCCB bishops 
from 1792 to 1966 reveal a totally different approach. With the notable 
exception of the 1919 "Program of Social Reconstruction," the American 
hierarchy, in their formal letters and statements, all but avoided making 
specific policy statements. The pre-NCCB/USSC bishops stressed the 
great political and social benefits which accrue to a nation if religion 
remains strong and education to virtue takes place in the family and in 
school. The bishops, in short, believed with de Tocqueville that religion 
properly practiced is the first of our political institutions. 

One can hope that the Nolan publication will prompt the bishops, 
theologians, and other thoughtful citizens to take a hard look at social 
justice and the omissions in episcopal teaching. In my judgment, there is 
no theological justification for the great stress on policy issues in the 
episcopal statements of the USCC/NCCB. The Catholic laity can and 
should focus on working for a more just society through the policy process. 
If Catholic bishops do not focus on doctrine (including Catholic social 
doctrine) and virtue, the Church and society both suffer. 

University of Scranton J. BRIAN BENESTAD 

MINISTRY. By Joseph T. Lienhard, S.J. Wilmington: Glazier, 1984. 
Pp. 183. $12.95; $7.95 paper. 

THE GOSPEL AND ITS PROCLAMATION. By Robert D. Sider. Wilming
ton: Glazier, 1983. Pp. 236. $12.95; $8.95 paper. 

The appearance of these two volumes of the 20-volume Message of the 
Fathers series is an event comparable to the start of the Ante-Nicene 
Library and, like it, will mark a major advance in patristics. Isolating 
and making readily available in up-to-date translations patristic thought 
on major issues, the series, as Thomas Halton, its general editor, indi
cates, will constitute a comprehensive mosaic of patristic thought and 
endeavor. 

Both volumes demonstrate that the series is no mere set of anthologies. 
Both are topical investigations in which the Fathers are allowed to speak 
for themselves while the individual editors, by judicious selection, group
ing, and commentary, guide the reader through the implications and 
complexities of the issues. Variety in format has been permitted and is 
illustrated by the two volumes. 

Sider and Lienhard concur on the necessity of relating the NT ante-
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cedents to the patristic message. Subsequent editors will, I hope, follow 
this approach or even broaden it. S. has opted for a format in which a 
running commentary accompanies his selections, which range from the 
Apostolic Fathers to the fifth century, representing 35 works by 18 
authors. Focusing attention on "audience, context, and development," he 
divides the material into proclamation to the Jews, the Gentiles, and the 
faithful (the last divided into learners and believers). His translations 
are all new. In each category he carefully delineates the literary-rhetorical 
forms, noting that for the first two categories the dialogue form is the 
most effective. Each chapter has a concluding bibliography with a brief 
critique for each entry, for a total of 35 works. Of the 216 pages making 
up the body of the text, approximately 125 are excerpts from the Fathers 
and 91 are commentary. The balance is good. 

L. has opted for a format restricting his commentary to an initial 
chapter of ten pages plus a brief introductory note to each excerpt. Points 
made in the commentary are cross-referenced to the excerpts. His selec
tions cover 157 pages divided topically: early development, the Church 
in the East, the Church in the West. Represented are 18 works, 17 
authors (ten in new translations, eight in existing ones). There is a 
concluding bibliography of 24 entries. Comparison with S.'s volume 
makes the commentary seem overly terse, and one regrets that L. did not 
walk a bit further with us and produce a volume of comparable size. 

Inevitably, every reader familiar with the field will bring his own list 
of desiderata of authors and works, and experience some disappointment. 
Putting aside my personal regrets, it does seem that the monastic writers 
should have figured in both works, as unique proclaimers of the gospel 
(as Peter Brown has steadily made clear of late), holders of a ministerial 
role from the sociological aspect. Under proclamation, excerpts from the 
liturgy proper would have been appropriate. Considering the stress S. 
places on continuity and variety in development in his conclusion and 
the considerable current interest in orthodoxy and heresy (e.g., the reissue 
of Bauer's book), more than one excerpt on that topic could also be 
desired (182-83). L. pointedly raises the distinction between ministry as 
attitude and ministry as office or function in his introduction, but then 
concentrates in his commentary on an institutional approach. While his 
excerpts illustrate the tension (and at times contradictions) arising from 
the two aspects, further discussion would have been appreciated. In S.'s 
discussion of Hermas, it might have been better to have written "He 
wrote visions" than "He received visions" (202). 

While every work has some limitations, both these volumes demon
strate that the series is off to a good start. Michael Glazier has again 
shown himself a publisher with vision and initiative. For all libraries and 
patristic scholars, the series is a must. Particular volumes will be a must 
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for students in a variety of cross disciplines (theology, Scripture, history, 
sociology, philosophy), and even the general reader will probably find an 
interest in more than one volume. The price range makes both series and 
individual volumes easily available and is a credit to the publisher. 

Charlottesville, Va. JOHN T. CUMMINGS 

RELIGIOUS ETHICS AND PASTORAL CARE. By Don S. Browning. Phil
adelphia: Fortress, 1983. Pp. 128. $5.95. 

LIFE CYCLE THEORY AND PASTORAL CARE. By Donald Capps. Phila
delphia: Fortress, 1983. Pp. 127. $5.95. 

A ROMAN CATHOLIC THEOLOGY OF PASTORAL CARE. By Regis A. 
Duffy, O.F.M. Philadelphia: Fortress, 1983. Pp. 128. $5.95. 

With these books, Fortress Press initiates a series of ecumenical 
investigations into the interrelationship of theology and pastoral care 
under the general editorship of Don Browning. Each volume deserves 
commendation on its own merits, but it is most fitting to consider the 
three books in light of the goals of the series, which are to "(1) retrieve 
the theological and ethical foundations of the Judaeo-Christian tradition 
for pastoral care, (2) develop lines of communication between pastoral 
theology and other disciplines of theology, (3) create an ecumenical 
dialogue on pastoral care, and (4) do this in such a way as to affirm, yet 
go beyond, the recent preoccupation of pastoral care with secular psy
chotherapy and the other social sciences" (from the series Foreword). 

Browning's contribution specifies how a pastoral person might do the 
kind of practical moral reasoning called for in his 1976 book The Moral 
Context of Pastoral Care. Here B.'s conversation partner is religious 
ethics, and his purpose is to differentiate the tasks of pastoral care from 
those of secular therapies. The point of differentiation is the moral 
context which the pastoral agent represents by virtue of identification 
with a religious and ecclesial context which should be acknowledged in 
the context of caring. Actually, B.'s Moral Context makes clearer than 
does this volume how the point of view which he espouses is indeed 
rooted in the Judeo-Christian tradition, specifically in the Jewish tradi
tion of practical moral rationality. The five levels of moral thinking 
which B. proposes here seem very complicated; their basic usefulness 
appears to be for an analyst like B. rather than as a working structure in 
the life of a pastor and/or congregation. 

Duffy's contribution from the Roman Catholic perspective is based on 
a retrieval of the ancient practice of the catechumenate as a model for 
pastoral care which evokes a response of committed action from the 
recipients of care, no matter what their situation. The catechumenate as 
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practiced in the early Church was not an induction into a passive 
Christianity, but initiation into a discipleship characterized by living 
after the example of Christ. Commitment modeled by those already 
baptized evoked commitment as a response from those about to be 
baptized. D.'s application of this practice to contemporary qare of the 
sick, youth ministry, and care for the elderly goes beyond conceiving 
pastoral care as providing service for passive recipients and offers a 
model of care as calling forth service from those ministered to for the 
sake of the larger community of faith. The principal theological conver
sation partners for D. are sacramental theology and critical theory. At 
times his perspective is so thoroughly sacramental that its ecumenical 
impact may be in doubt. However, his insight into evoking committed 
response has great potential for drawing any church beyond the limita
tions in pastoral-care models derived solely from the human sciences. 

Capps's contribution develops the resonance between the vision of 
moral order in Erikson's life-cycle theory and Wisdom tradition, espe
cially in the Book of Proverbs. C.'s intention in developing this resonance 
is to provide greater depth for pastoral care by making it more directly 
responsive to the central challenge of the contemporary period, which he 
identifies as the maintenance of moral order in individual lives and 
societal institutions. C.'s work presents Erikson's thought in such a way 
that the underlying moral dimensions are clearly articulated. Still, C.'s 
book is somewhat unsatisfying in that the biblical conversation partner 
is left somewhat undeveloped (at least in comparison to Browning and 
Duffy), so that it is not clear how the dialogue between Erikson and 
Wisdom tradition leads pastoral care beyond the limits of Erikson's 
therapeutic vision. Indeed, C.'s presentation of Erikson is so thorough 
and sympathetic that the transcending moral perspective emerges from 
within Erikson's own system and method. More importantly, the notion 
that pastoral care is/should be directed toward helping troubled persons 
establish and maintain order seems a questionable goal, in light of the 
prophetic and eschatological strands of Christian theology as well as the 
biblical witness of the Book of Job. C. himself disclaims the link between 
maintaining order and adjustment counseling (14), but the weight of his 
presentation does not sustain that disclaimer. 

Finally, some general comments about the series. The ecumenical focus 
is exciting and potentially creative for both theology and pastoral care. 
All the Christian churches have rich traditions of caring, and the churches 
and their members will benefit from this kind of ecumenical dialogue. 
Further, the dialogue should enrich the churches' understandings of their 
mission as churches-in-the-world whose every action (even the most 
personal acts of caring) is a public action of Christian witness in a 
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pluralistic and technological society. This prospect of enriching theolog
ical appreciation of the social nature of ecclesial life promises to do more 
than anything else toward transcending the perceived preoccupation with 
secular therapies and the social sciences. This sensitivity is evident in all 
three books—particularly in Browning's—yet these hints need to be 
developed more consistently and thematically for the full power of the 
insight to be released in both ecumenical theology and pastoral care. 

Washington Theological Union MICHAEL J. MCGINNISS, F.S.C. 

FORMATIVE SPIRITUALITY 1: FUNDAMENTAL FORMATION. By Adrian 
van Kaam. New York: Crossroad, 1983, Pp. xxi + 330. $24.50. 

This is the first of a projected four-volume series on the science of 
foundational formation or formative spirituality by the man who has 
given the science its greatest development and articulation through his 
prolific writing and the founding of the Institute of Formative Spirituality 
at Duquesne University. The whole series "aims to initiate the reader 
not only into a new science but also into a way of thinking that is as old 
as humanity, though perhaps new for many today" (xvii). This first 
volume is a "consideration of the main presuppositions, structures, and 
dynamics" of this foundational or universal spirituality of human for
mation. The three following volumes will investigate the different tradi
tions of human formation with their variety of different attitudes or 
dispositions, the methodology of this new science, and, finally, the 
Christian tradition of human formation as articulated in the light of this 
science of foundational human formation. 

Since it attempts to grapple with some serious issues in our contem
porary world, the value of this book for many can far outweigh the 
difficulty encountered in reading it. The rapidity and the pervasiveness 
of change in the world and in the Church over the past 20 years, together 
with a very understandable reaction, rather rebellious at times, against 
many past patterns and practices of life have created a challenging 
confusion for most of us. Reaction to a seeming impersonal past focused 
great attention on personalism, increased the popularity of selfist psy
chologies, and introduced into the sensitivity of many a subtle selfishness 
(at times, not very subtle). A concern in life for my gifts, my needs, my 
satisfaction, and my development seems reasonable enough, but when it 
becomes (maybe unconsciously) paramount and ultimate, then the dy
namics of healthy human formation and important decisions about 
critical issues of our world are impeded and corrupted. 

This confusion and reaction to the past make the search for new 
visions and programs in various areas of human formation—especially if 
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the search assumes a frenzied and frenetic tone—a matter for great care 
and serious reflection. A world of modernity, at times so "psyched" with 
the sensual, the sudden, and the shifting and so snide about the profound, 
the patient, and "the dearest freshness deep down things," often confuses 
career and vocation and identifies people in what they do rather than in 
who they are and continue to become. This modern world rarely has time 
for careful reflection and assessment for future human formation. 

As more and more people are coming to realize the need to stop a bit 
and catch our balance, van Kaam's book can serve a valuable purpose. 
The development of a science of human formation, so foundational as to 
have a validity for all peoples of all times and all places, can provide 
insight at a time of confusing search for new visions, forms, and programs 
of formation. The development of a healthy sense of every person's 
transcendent potency, as carefully distinguished from a "transcendental-
istic," excessively autonomous tendency, will motivate both consonant, 
unself-centered human formation and reverently respectful humanized 
culture. The careful development of the difference between functional 
and transcendent spiritual identity can call us to a depth within ourselves 
and to a sensitivity to the mystery of formation at work within our 
universe, so as to help us rediscover the lively, responsible sense of 
fidelity in lifelong commitments. These services which this volume (and 
whole series) can render are anything but slight. 

The book develops logically. Opening chapters formulating a descrip
tive definition of the science, its basic assumptions, and its presupposi
tions lead to the important chapter on the basic dynamics of this 
foundational approach to human formation. Because it is the spiritual, 
transcendent dimension that makes formation distinctively human 
(hence foundational human formation is really a matter of "formative 
spirit-uality"), the transcendent, spiritual dimension is not only the most 
important but has the chief role of integrating with itself the other three 
dimensions of human formation: the sociohistorical context, the vital, 
biophysical-reactive aspect, and the functional, organizing, managing, 
ordering, controlling responsive aspect. After chapters explaining each 
of these last three formational dimensions, we come to the heart of the 
book in its lengthy treatment of the transcendent, spiritual dimension of 
human beings and the mystery of formation that energizes formation on 
all levels of the universe. This mystery of formation inspires dialogically 
in a human person a foundational decision of abandonment that makes 
possible reverential respect, awe, adoration, equanimity, and equilibrium 
in the face of the whole formative process. The inherent aspiration in 
human persons for a union of consonance, love, and likeness with the 
mystery of formation as a whole is satisfied through this responsive 
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attitude of abandonment lived daily in the whole of formative life. The 
book closes with a chapter of overview on the foundational theory of 
human formation, and appendices that position this new science within 
the classification of all sciences and attempt to chart the science in 
various synthetic ways. 

This new science is neither simply spiritual theology nor just psychol
ogy. Though van Kamm's approach to human formation is very dynamic 
and dialogical on and among all levels of reality, as restricted to pre-
Christian awareness (212) it is not explicitly religious. For this reason 
the reader must recognize that "spiritual" refers to the transcendent, 
distinctively human dimension of formation, and does not have its usual 
religious significance. For these reasons, the book can be helpful not only 
for formation directors in religious congregations, nor just for psycholog
ical counselors and therapists, but for anyone seriously interested in 
fundamental human development. 

One final caution. Most of the difficulty in reading this book stems 
from the whole new language system used in the expression of this new 
science. It is a whole new use of words and, as in each issue of Studies in 
Formative Spirituality, there is a special glossary at the end. The section 
(32-36) that justifies this new terminology makes it seem plausible 
enough. Finally, readers with professional interest in this new science will 
have to judge how plausible and successful the new terminology is. 
V. also speaks of the need for a secondary popular language besides the 
technical scientific (36). In this light, I found the many common examples 
used throughout very enlightening of the science's new technical termi
nology. I hope that V. will both exercise great care with terminology lest 
jargonese conceal his intention, and develop knowledgeable practitioners 
who can share his wealth of insight in a more popular language, because 
his development of this new science can render a valuable service for all 
of us. 

St Joseph's University, Phila. GEORGE ASCHENBRENNER, S.J. 

BEYOND OBJECTIVISM AND RELATIVISM: SCIENCE, HERMENEUTICS, 
AND PRAXIS. By Richard J. Bernstein. Philadelphia: University of Penn
sylvania, 1983. Pp. xxii + 284. $8.95. 

The professor of philosophy in Haverford College not only explains 
how the currents of conversation are flowing in contemporary philosopKy, 
but also contributes substantially to that conversation. His controversial 
book is at least very useful, at most very important. 

B.'s thesis is that the "thesis" of philosophical objectivism (with its 
concern for the foundations of knowledge, its commitment to an objective, 
ahistorical matrix as the criterion of truth, and its dread of skepticism) 
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and its "antithesis" in relativism (with its holistic view of the web of 
belief, its denial of any ahistorical referent against which our competing 
claims can be measured, and its belief in the irreducible multiplicity of 
our conceptual frameworks and forms of life) are being taken up into a 
new synthesis beyond the objectivist-relativist conflict which is fed by 
the Cartesian anxiety for absolute certainty. This new synthesis is 
inchoately emerging in the concerns revealed in the work of some 
postempiricist and postidealist philosophers, especially Thomas S. Kuhn, 
Paul Feyerabend (philosophers of science), Richard Rorty (American 
deconstructionist metaphilosopher), Hans-Georg Gadamer (hermeneu-
ticist), Jürgen Habermas (theorist of communicative action), and the late 
Hannah Arendt (provocative political philosopher of action and judg
ment, praxis and phronesis). Yet the conditions for realizing this new 
stage are not merely intellectual. They are also practical and political, 
for we must create those communities of dialogue in which the eros and 
the agon of conversation can flourish. 

B.'s method is a very sophisticated pragmatic analysis. He looks for 
those differences which make a real difference in practice to see where 
the key issues are. Hence, in his discussion of the philosophy of science, 
he brilliantly unpacks the concepts of incommensurability (especially of 
scientific paradigms), incompatibility, and incomparability (especially of 
concepts). These must be distinguished, and lumping them together, as 
most have done, has obscured the contributions of Kuhn and Feyerabend. 
Yet some will find B.'s analysis reductive, especially when he finds a 
similar vision for dialogical community in Rorty (whose "nonposition" is 
radically relativist—some would say nihilist) and Habermas (whose 
notion of the ideal speech situation is clearly objectivist). While B. avoids 
portraying everyone as "saying the same thing in different words," his 
claim that a new synthesis may be emerging is controversial. B.'s irenic 
pragmatism may obscure theoretical incompatibilities. Yet, if philoso
phers sustain their conversation, they may reconcile those differences, 
thus vindicating B.'s pragmatic focus on the praxis of dialogue. 

B.'s prose is quite readable. His exposition of the views of his subjects 
is clear and fair. While this text is beyond an undergraduate, anyone 
interested in the topics or persons mentioned above or in a sophisticated 
introduction to the present debates in philosophy will find B.'s book 
stimulating and illuminating. Whether this book has any direct relevance 
to Christian philosophical theology, I cannot say. But as the subjects 
discussed have been frequent dialogue partners for philosophical theolo
gians, B. may provide some hints for ways to reconcile various divergent 
theological positions, especially in political and liberation theology. 

St. Michael's College, Vt. TERRENCE W. TILLEY 
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SHORTER NOTICES 
COMMENTARY ON THE GOSPEL 

OF SAINT LUKE. By Saint Cyril of 
Alexandria. Translated by R. Payne 
Smith. Astoria, L.I.C., N.Y.: Studion, 
1983. Pp. xvi + 620. $35. 

This handsomely printed book re
produces R. Payne Smith's English 
translation of a Syriac version of Cy
ril's commentary on the Lucan Gospel. 
In 1858 he had published the Syriac 
text discovered in manuscripts ob
tained shortly before from Egypt and 
preserved in the British Museum; in 
the following year he published this 
English translation of the Syriac ver
sion, A Commentary upon the Gospel 
according to St Luke (Oxford: Univer
sity Press, 1859). Only three sermons 
and some fragments of the commentary 
had previously survived in the original 
Greek (PG 77, 1009-16, 1039-50; PG 
72, 475-90); other Syriac fragments 
had been collected by Card. A. Mai, 
Nova patrum bibliotheca (10 vols.; 
Rome: Council for the Spread of the 
Christian Name, 1904-1905) 1. After 
Payne Smith's work further Greek and 
Syriac fragments came to light. A crit
ical edition of the first part of the Syr
iac text was eventually prepared by J.-
B. Chabot in 1912 (S. CyrUli commen
tarli in Lucam 1 [CSCO 70/Syr. 27; 
Louvain: Durbecq, 1954 reprint]). Like 
other patristic commentaries, Cyril's 
commentary on Luke consisted of 156 
short homilies. Those translated in this 
volume number 153, beginning with Je
sus' birth (chap. 2) and ending with his 
burial (chap. 23). To these Payne 
Smith prefixed an initial homily on 
some verses of chap. 1 (from Mai's 
texts) and added a homily on chap. 24; 
throughout he added paragraphs from 
Mai's text, when his own Syriac text 
was defective. 

The homilies were delivered extem
poraneously, as Homily 3 makes clear. 
Cyril repetitiously used favorite bibli
cal texts, quoted from the Greek OT 

from memory or occasionally used the 
Theodotionic Greek version, and often 
introduced into the comments on Luke 
wording from the Matthean Gospel. To 
a modern reader Cyril's commentary 
appears at once spiritual, rhetorical, 
allegorical, and eisegetical: God's "arm" 
in Mary's Magnificat (1:51) becomes 
"the Word born of her" and the scat
tered "proud" are "the wicked demons 
who with their prince fell through 
pride," as well as the Greek sages and 
the Jews who would not believe. In 
general, however, the commentary is 
"written in a tone of moderation... far 
from the baleful atmosphere of contro
versy" (30) in which Cyril had been 
caught up with Nestorius. Reddish-
brown type singles out the Lucan quo
tations in the headings, and 27 modern 
illustrations, imitating eleventh/ 
twelfth-century iconographie illumi
nations of Byzantine manuscripts, en
hance the translation. There is an in
troductory essay, "The Function of 
Tradition in the Ancient Church," by 
G. Florovsky, reproduced from the Holy 
Cross Orthodox Theological Review 9 
(1963-64) 181-200. 

JOSEPH A. FTTZMYER, S.J. 
Catholic University of America 

FAITH AND RATIONALITY: REA
SON AND BELIEF IN GOD. Edited by 
Alvin Plantinga and Nicholas Wolter-
storff. Notre Dame: University of 
Notre Dame, 1983. Pp. 321. $22.95; 
$11.95 paper. 

This work contains six essays. They 
are the outgrowth of a yearlong project 
by the Calvin (College) Center for 
Christian Studies on the theme "To
ward a Reformed View of Faith and 
Reason." They are responding to the 
evidentialists' contention that belief in 
God is irrational. The first three essay
ists (Plantinga, Alston, and Wolter-
storff) substantiate how believing in 
God can be, even when done without 
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evidence, an entirely right and there
fore rational use of reason—provided 
one possesses no adequate reason to 
cease believing. They also highlight 
how rationality is always situational 
and applies not merely to what but how 
one believes. 

Mavrodes questions the reluctance 
of Reformed thinkers to engage in pos
itive apologetics. He observes that a 
believer desires to know whether his or 
her belief, even if sincerely held, is 
really true. Since a person seems dis
posed to believe particularly in accord
ance with evidence, then presenting ar
guments with evidential force is a legit
imate approach. Marsden delves into 
why evangelical scholarship collapsed 
over the past century. He attributes it 
to an uncritical acceptance of the sci
entific methodology without probing 
its assumptions. Finally, Holwerda dis
sects and critiques Pannenberg's at
tempt to elaborate a rational basis for 
faith. While sympathetic, he rejects 
P.'s central thesis that reason can dem
onstrate the truth of faith. 

The essays are exceptionally well 
written, clear, and stimulating. They 
explicate what it means to be rational 
in general and to hold a rational belief 
in particular. While preferring to situ
ate and discuss rationality more in the 
wider context of faith as a total person 
act, I have found that the essays com
plement each other well and expose 
how there is no "neutral" epistemology. 
A believer ought to "justify" his or her 
faith on the basis of common sense and 
data derived from revelation. For those 
interested in the vexing but crucial is
sue of how reason relates to faith, this 
is a probative and illuminating study. 

FREDERICK G. MCLEOD, S.J. 
St Louis University 

THE MEDIATION OF CHRIST. By 
Thomas F. Torrance. Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1983. Pp. 108. $6.95. 

Our error, says T., is a tendency 

toward analytical or dichotomous 
thought. In its place he prefers inter
nally relational or holistic thought. 
This volume presents his holistic and 
evangelical Christology. 

The first two chapters argue that 
Israel and Christ can only be under
stood together as ongoing partners in 
God's covenantal plan of revelation 
and reconciliation. Chapter 3 argues for 
a Nicene view of Jesus as the God-man 
who assumed our human nature and 
salvifically transformed it. Incarnation 
and atonement are identical. The final 
chapter claims that the actions of our 
worship are not our own free acts but 
rather the deeds of Christ. Notes and 
index are absent. 

Theological liberals, fundamental
ists, and liberationists (T.'s opponents) 
will find nothing interesting here. In
deed, despite repeated (and odd) allu
sions to contemporary physics, the 
Holocaust, and the modern State of 
Israel, scarcely any idea later than the 
patristic period is presented. T.'s Ni
cene substance ontology is untenable, 
as is his belief that human nature is a 
distinct assumable entity. His depic
tion of Jesus as the uncreated person
alizing person, and of us as created 
personalized persons, constitutes a de
nial of Jesus' humanity. Within a do-
cetic anthropology of worship T. re
places our faith, decisions, and prayers 
with Christ's. (Why then should we 
bother?) His comments on Jews and 
Judaism are patronizing. T. imperial-
istically opposes religious pluralism, 
claiming allegiance to Jesus alone as 
the sole way to God's presence and 
favor. His views that Jerusalem fell as 
a result of the Crucifixion, that anti-
Semitism is a Gentile revolt against 
God, that Christianity (not Judaism) 
created the idea of personhood, and 
that liberal Christologies end in heresy 
just won't wash. This book creates 
more problems than it solves. 

ROBERT P. TUCKER 
Yankton College 
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ST. MARTIN AND HIS HAGIOGRA-
PHER: HISTORY AND MIRACLE IN 
SULPICIUS SEVERUS. By Clare Stan-
cliffe. New York: Clarendon/Oxford 
University, 1983. Pp. xiv + 396. $45. 

The title provokes an immediate 
positive response from the reader. It is 
a commonplace in Martinian studies to 
say that the Saint and Sulpicius 
Severus, author of the Vita Martini and 
other relevant primary sources, cannot 
be separated; having said that, the in
vestigator goes on to complain about 
Sulpicius* unreliability, his literary ex
cesses, his belief in miracles. S. ac
knowledges that Sulpicius was a 
hagiographer, not a 19th-century ra
tionalist biographer, and she respect
fully treats him like one. She does not 
eschew the historian's attempt to get 
behind the hagiographical motifs, but 
she does so carefully, even cautiously. 
S. accepts that Martin did some things 
which earned him a reputation as a 
thaumaturge; more importantly, she 
accepts that we moderns may never 
decipher the exact nature of those 
things. 

Following the pattern of R. P. C. 
Hanson's Saint Patrick (1968) and 
Henry Chadwick's Priscillian of Avila 
(1976), S. works to re-create the histor
ical and literary environments of Mar
tin and Sulpicius. In that respect the 
book is a success. Paradoxically, the 
reader gets a clear picture of the un-
clarity of the situation: the difficulty of 
establishing a chronology for Martin, 
the ambiguous nature of his relation to 
the other Gallic bishops (especially in 
the Priscillianist affair), and the merits 
of Sulpicius as a historian, e.g., his 
rather sober treatment of the Israelite 
gesta in the OT (179-80). In general, S. 
awards him high marks for reliability, 
given the literary conventions of his 
day, and she contends that a cautious 
approach to his Martiniana and the 
light application of some anthropolog
ical methods will result in "A Saint 
Grounded in Reality" (title of chap. 
22). 

If any of this sounds reminiscent of 
recent NT studies, it should. Indeed, 
all that is now left is for some early 
21st-century Schweitzer to write The 
Quest of the Historical Martin, 

J. F. Τ. KELLY 
John Carroll University 

Cleveland 

THE HOLY SPIRIT. By J. Patout 
Burns, S.J., and Gerald M. Fagin, S.J. 
Wilmington: Glazier, 1984. Pp. 240. 
$12.95; $8.95 paper. 

PREACHING THE WORD. By 
Thomas K. Carroll. Wilmington: Gla
zier, 1984. Pp. 222. $12.95; $8.95 paper. 

SOCIAL THOUGHT. By Peter C. 
Phan. Wilmington: Glazier, 1984. Pp. 
268. $12.95; $8.95. 

These are among the first volumes 
of a series, Message of the Fathers of 
the Church, that is projected to 22 vol
umes, to be completed by late 1985. 
The series is conceived as "semipop-
ular," which means that it eschews an 
extensive bibliography and all but the 
most necessary notes. Instead it con
centrates on translations of topic-re
lated patristic texts, with a minimum 
of introduction and commentary. 

The volume on the Holy Spirit 
brings together texts that have not 
been assembled before in English, how
ever familiar some of them may be. 
This is a valuable collection, but the 
reader misses here, as to a lesser degree 
in the other two volumes, some repre
sentation from the Syriac writers, and 
in particular from Ephrem, who has a 
pneumatology, even if it is expressed in 
imagistic rather than systematic fash
ion. The volume concludes with an es
say on the development of the doctrine 
of the Spirit. Surprisingly, there is no 
bibliography of contemporary works on 
patristic theology of the Spirit, al
though a number of these could have 
been cited. 

The Second of these volumes con
tains a ffefyful selection of texts in an 
area thaîwould ordinarily be neglected 
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in such a semipopular series. It is de
voted to preaching and provides ex
amples of both homiletic and exegetical 
theory and homiletic styles, concluding 
with Gregory the Great and the "de
cline" of patristic preaching. Presum
ably the 14th volume in the series, on 
teaching authority in the early Church, 
will touch upon the problem of who 
had the right to exercise the preaching 
office. 

The third volume deals with social 
thought—or rather with two aspects of 
social thought: poverty and wealth and, 
to a lesser extent, slavery. Other vol
umes have to do with the status of 
women and with war and military ser
vice. The area of poverty and wealth in 
the Fathers is one that has been much 
mined of late (cf., e.g., Charles Avila, 
Ownership: Early Christian Teaching 
[Maryknoll: Orbis, 1983]), and it is use
ful to have a good collection of the 
classical texts. 

It should be noted that these books 
do not have indexes, which cuts down 
somewhat on their effectiveness. This 
lack is not really made up for by the 
tables of contents, since they, and par
ticularly the one in the volume on 
preaching, are not especially indicative. 

BONIFACE RAMSEY, O.P. 
Dominican House of Studies 

Washington, D.C. 

WOMEN IN THE EARLY CHURCH. 
By Elizabeth A. Clark. Wilmington: 
Glazier, 1983. Pp. 260. $12.95; $8.95. 

THE EARLY FATHERS ON WAR 
AND MILITARY SERVICE. By Louis J. 
Swift. Wilmington: Glazier, 1983. Pp. 
164. $12.95; $7.95. 

The titles of these two volumes may 
be one of the best arguments in favor 
of a return to the patristic age as one 
avenue of approach to contemporary 
religious questions. These works, like 
others in the series Message of the Fa
thers of the Church, have certain char
acteristics in common: scholarly au
thors/editors, representative selec

tions, provocative analysis of and re
flections on the texts, helpful sugges
tions for further readings. The choice 
of material and the quality of transla
tion make the early Christian authors 
accessible to a wide variety of readers 
in a manner not previously available in 
English. 

Women in, the Early Church is 
timely, although it is not the first con
tribution to a consideration of what the 
Church Fathers have said about 
women. Happily, Clark presents a more 
comprehensive survey of early Chris
tian documents than those usually 
cited in contemporary writings on the 
subject. However, the introduction 
does seem to reveal, on the part of the 
author/editor, a certain presumption of 
primarily negative statements and at
titudes in the patristic texts. An inves
tigation of the manner in which the 
Church Fathers made use of classical 
rhetorical devices such as the diatribe 
still remains to be done. Also, Clark's 
insistence on the exclusion of women 
from Church ministries, while exact in 
some respects, is incomplete without 
the insights provided by a work such 
as Quasten's Music and Worship in Pa
gan and Christian Antiquity (National 
Association of Pastoral Musicians, 
1983). Aside from these two points, the 
volume must be recognized for the sig
nificance of its contribution to a critical 
discussion. 

While a student or disciple of the 
Fathers will find rich inspiration in the 
patristic texts in Clark's book, the vol
ume by Swift has another value-dimen
sion. Here the citations from early 
writers are utilized rather as demon
strations or points of departure for a 
presentation of the development in 
early Christianity of attitudes and pos
tures regarding nonviolence, military 
service, participation in war, and the 
criteria for determining a "just war." In 
this work the patristic texts seem to 
play a more secondary role than those 
in the Clark volume. Suggestions for 
further reading recommended by Swift 
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promise an excellent introduction to a 
topic of vital importance to Christians 
today. 

AGNES CUNNINGHAM, S.S.C.M. 
St Mary of the Lake Seminary 

Mundelein, III 

DAS TRADITIONSVERSTÄNDNIS IN 
D E R C O N F E S S I O A U G U S T A N A U N D 

IN DER CONFUTATio. By Bernard Dit-
trich. Leipzig: St. Benno, 1983. Pp. 
xxiii + 227. DDR 22.50 M. 

This Erfurt dissertation analyzes as
siduously the Lutheran and Catholic 
formulations exchanged at the 1530 
Diet of Augsburg. At that time the topic 
"tradition" was largely implicit in par
ticular attempts to prove or disprove 
points of doctrine or church practice. 
Development after 1530 brought the 
distinctions we know in the treatment 
of tradition: dogmatic/disciplinary, 
written/oral, apostolic/postapostolic. 
Therefore D. studies mainly the argu
mentative methods of the two sides in 
order to retrieve their understandings 
and evaluations of tradition. Several 
articles of the Augsburg Confession at
tribute importance to early-Church 
expressions of the faith by councils, in 
creeds, and even in disciplinary canons. 
Mainly these serve to show that the 
reforms just introduced in Lutheran 
territories are in fact restorations of 
original ideals, from which the medie
val Church had fallen. The imperial 
Confutation uses the Fathers more ex
tensively, principally to show that later 
forms of doctrine and practice have 
weighty precedents. The confutatores 
understood the charge of historical de
cline from the gospel and sought to 
show that things have not changed sub
stantially. Elsewhere in the Confuta
tion elements of tradition make up an 
ecclesial hermeneutic of the original 
Word of God. Still, the Catholics did 
assemble Scripture proofs in a notable 
effort to join issue on ground accepted 
by the opponents. Substantively, the 
critical opposition at Augsburg con

cerned church authority. The Lu
therans would limit its competency to 
preaching and sacraments, while ruling 
out power to make laws binding on 
believers. The Catholics asserted that 
ecclesiastical decisions are guided by 
the Spirit and so oblige in conscience. 
Other Reformation documents would 
espouse more radical views, e.g., a sol
itary sacra Scriptum sui ipsius in-
terpres, while some Catholics would 
hold that oral transmissions were 
needed to supplement biblical revela
tion. But the moderate formulations of 
1530 expressed enough common con
viction that today our dialogues can 
extend notably the area of consensus. 

JARED WICKS, S.J. 
Gregorian University, Rome 

PROTESTANT REFORMERS IN 
ELIZABETHAN OXFORD. By C. M. 
Dent. New York: Oxford University, 
1983. Pp. χ + 262. $37.50. 

When Elizabeth I came to power in 
1558, both Oxford and Cambridge Uni
versities were centers of Catholic sen
timent. Over her long reign the two 
universities gradually became bastions 
of moderate Puritanism. This devel
opment has now been traced in two 
recent monographs, both strongly in
debted to Patrick Collinson: Dent's 
book here under review and Peter 
Lake's Moderate Puritanism and the 
Elizabethan Church (New York: Cam
bridge University, 1982). Lake's book 
tells the more interesting story, be
cause Cambridge saw the confrontation 
of strong personalities such as Thomas 
Cartwright, William Whitaker, and Pe
ter Baro as spokesmen for contrasting 
theologies. D.'s account of Oxford lacks 
strong central characters—the most 
important is the stolid John Rey
nolds—and the advancement of Prot
estantism there was by slow accretion. 
D.'s book closes with a quotation from 
the historian H. A. L. Fisher: "one in
tellectual excitement has been denied 
me. Men wiser and more learned than 
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I have discerned in history a plot, a 
rhythm, a predetermined pattern. I can 
only see one emergency following upon 
another, as wave follows on wave " 
I am not sure whether this quotation is 
a statement of principle by D. or a 
confession of failure. Certainly a reluc
tance to force interpretation on the 
evidence is commendable, but here the 
resulting book is less than the sum of 
its parts. Caution leads D. to deliber
ately avoid the term "Puritan," but 
there is no satisfactory substitute term 
for the movement being described. Of
ten D. speaks of "advanced Protes
tants" and describes their teaching as 
"godly," but such terminology seems 
even more equivocal than "Puritan." 

Still D.'s monograph has obvious 
strengths. It is based on a great deal of 
digging in manuscript sources and 
long-forgotten books of sermons and 
divinity. The material is well organized 
and clearly written. There is a wealth 
of information about the theological 
differences among and within the Ox
ford colleges; especially interesting is 
the case study of conflict in Magdalen 
College, 1575-89. We learn how Oxford 
served to a limited degree as a seminary 
and a leaven for the English Church 
and how the benefice system affected 
university finances. The main themes 
and contents of preaching at Oxford 
are dissected for us. Dent reinforces 
previous research that shows how Eng
lish Protestantism depended not 
merely on John Calvin but also on 
other Continental theologians such as 
Bullinger, Daneau, Junius, Vermigli, 
Ursinus, and Zanchi. Finally, there is 
new information on the strength and 
limits of the influence that crown, cour
tiers, and Canterbury exercised at Ox
ford. For this wealth of detail we should 
be grateful. 

JOHN PATRICK DONNELLY, S.J. 
Marquette University 

ON BEING REFORMED: DISTINC
TIVE CHARACTERISTICS AND COM

MON MISUNDERSTANDINGS. By I. 
John Hesselink. Ann Arbor, Mich.: 
Servant, 1983. Pp. vii + 159. $6.95. 

The focus of this study on common 
misunderstandings of the Reformed 
tradition allows the author to state the 
misapprehension and then develop the 
proper understanding. This method 
has the advantage of "dramatic con
flict" which a straightforward exposi
tion of essentials of the Reformed faith 
would not possess. The reader is chal
lenged to correct misunderstandings 
and supported in those views which are 
sound. 

However, the reader who has never 
shared a particular misunderstanding, 
e.g., "That the word 'Reformed' refers 
primarily to denominations which bear 
that name, especially those of Dutch 
origin" (chap. 1), may not read such 
sections with the care they deserve. 
Another inherent difficulty of this ap
proach is that the focus on common 
misunderstandings can subtly distort 
the discussion of distinctive character
istics. That is to say, the "quality" of 
the misunderstanding has a profound 
influence on the explanation which is 
required to correct it. 

Fortunately, H. has utilized the at
tractive features of this format and 
avoided those which are problematic. 
With an engaging personal touch, he 
describes his experience in the Re
formed community as a way of account
ing for the perspective he offers. His 
criteria for evaluation and judgment 
are the theology of John "Calvin and 
the classical Reformed confessions of 
the sixteenth century, especially those 
in my own [Dutch] tradition" (3). Some 
such criteria are unavoidable, and this 
one is widely accepted, but it is also 
endlessly debatable. For example, what 
is the precise relation between being 
Reformed and being a Calvinist? And 
what is the precise relation of Calvin
ism to the theology of John Calvin? 
And what precisely is the theology of 
Calvin? 
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H. takes an inclusive and irenic ap
proach to these questions. He has stud
ied with extraordinary sympathy and 
appreciation those who stand on the 
far right and the far left of the Re
formed tradition. He claims that the 
Reformed position represents a middle 
way in Christianity (x), being neither 
liberal nor fundamentalist, and one 
may say that this book represents a 
middle way within the Reformed com
munity. H. has a first-rate theological 
mind. He is also a gracious Christian 
gentleman. He seems never to have met 
a Christian theologian whom he cannot 
like and to whom he will not be gener
ous even when he must finally disagree. 

H. confesses the necessity of being 
"blunt, brief, and simple" (3), but he is 
unfailingly kind, clear, sensible, and 
solid. If, as Karl Holl says, "The Cal-
vinist knows what he believes and why 
he believes it" (106), this book makes a 
substantial contribution to that end. In 
addition, the notes deserve careful 
reading and the annotated bibliography 
contains splendid resources for further 
reading. 

CHARLES PARTEE 
Pittsburgh Theological Seminary 

THE THEOLOGY OF GRACE AND 
THE AMERICAN MIND: A REPRESEN
TATION OF CATHOLIC DOCTRINE. By 
Daniel Liderbach. New York: Mellen 
1983. Pp. 158. $39.95. 

Beginning with the premise that 
God's love is time-bound and mediated 
within the framework of a particular 
culture, L. attempts a re-presentation 
of the Catholic doctrine of grace for the 
contemporary North American mind. 
He begins with a historical survey of 
grace (chap. 1) and presents the dialec
tical relationship that the explanation 
of grace interdepends upon the anthro
pology used. Hence, for today, an an
thropology is needed. L. suggests the 
anthropology of Karl Rahner (chap. 2), 
which does not separate matter and 
spirit. R.'s supernatural existential em

phasizes God's gracing of human ex
perience. Then, drawing upon a psy
chology of the value of human experi
ence, L. uses Carl Rogers' "becoming a 
person" through the transformative 
power of self-affirmation in love (chap. 
3). Finally, through the pragmatic con
text of American thought expressed 
through the father of pragmatism, C. 
S. Peirce, L. demonstrates that the em
pirical mind is open to belief. Very 
similar to the thought of modern sci
ence, Peirce holds to an empiricism 
with a twist: induction and deduction 
do not constitute the only access to 
reality; belief also is a possibility. 
Peirce's concern for the meaning of 
thought and action moving towards 
truth holds open to the American today 
the role of grace, which transforms hu
man experience. Human experience be
comes transformed in love, which is the 
sign of grace, without losing the gratu
ity of grace itself. 

While one can applaud the strong 
thought about the individual in Rahner 
and Rogers creatively connected with 
Peirce, one might suggest that the 
equally strong American social dimen
sion (e.g., Josiah Royce) needs atten
tion. Written for the "adequately edu
cated" person, this book is a creative 
attempt to inculturate the doctrine of 
grace in a contemporary American 
mentality. Along with other topics, 
such attempts are long overdue. 

J. J. MUELLER, S.J. 
«Si. Louis University 

VOEGELIN AND THE THEOLO
GIAN: TEN STUDIES IN INTERPRE
TATION. Edited by William M. Thomp
son and John Kirby. New York: Mel
len, 1983. Pp. 377. $44.95. 

Thomas Altizer has written of Eric 
Voegelin that "he remains our only ma
jor thinker who has attempted to real
ize a union of classical and Biblical 
thinking, and if only for that reason it 
is not possible to give his work a theo
logical identity in any accepted . . . 
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sense." In other words, Voegelin's work 
resists being "positioned." 

Ten authors here go in search of V.'s 
theological identity: William Thomp
son, John Kirby, Kenneth Keulman, 
Lyn Clapham, John Carmody, Pheme 
Perkins, Barry Cooper, Larry Schmidt, 
Frederick Lawrence, and Eugene 
Webb. Although most of the essays are 
expository in nature, some break new 
interpretive ground. Among the latter 
are Carmody's "Noetic Differentiation: 
Religious Implications"; "Gnosis and 
the Life of the Spirit: The Price of 
Pneumatic Order" by Perkins; Webb's 
"Faith, Truth, and Persuasion"; and 
"Voegelin on Jesus Christ" by Thomp
son. 

Carmody contends that V.'s philo
sophical theology—or theological phi
losophy—leads to the "repristinization 
of contemplation." He comes to spe
cific, and controversial, conclusions 
about the implications of V.'s analysis 
of the interpénétration of philosophy 
and revelation for life and practice in 
the Church. Regrettably, he appears to 
have misunderstood V.'s distinction 
between "universal" and "ecumenic" 
humanity when he refers to the "divine 
constitution of ecumenic humanity" 
(167). His sentence should read "uni
versal" instead of "ecumenic" human
ity for reasons I have explained in my 
Political Philosophy and the Open So
ciety 88-104. Thompson gives a bal
anced appraisal of V.'s Christology, es
pecially as it relates to the question of 
the "historical Jesus." Perkins, a spe
cialist in Gnosticism, finds V.'s treat
ment of Gnosticism "both exciting and 
dismaying." She insists that "ancient 
gnosis . . . did not exhibit the radical 
perversions of the spirit" that V. asso
ciates with modern extremist ideologi
cal thinking. She also attacks V.'s "car
icature" of Hegel. Webb's brief essay 
on V.'s understanding of faith in the 
sense of Heb 11:1-3 should lead readers 
to his fine book on Voegelin. 

Overall, I find this a useful volume 

for the specialist on V. and a helpful 
introduction for readers who want to 
know more about him. A reply from V. 
himself would have made the volume 
all the more valuable. 

DANTE GERMINO 
University of Virginia 

LINGUISTIC ECUMENISM: A BARTH-
IAN ROAD BACK FROM BABEL. By 
William J. Ellos, S.J. Lanham, Md.: 
University Press of America, 1983. Pp. 
ν + 109. $20; $8.75 paper. 

This little book has an appealing 
title, and the subtitle sounds promis
ing, but unfortunately the expectations 
aroused by title and subtitle are not 
fulfilled. 

E. begins with the point that theol
ogy need not be bound by scholastic 
categories but should "put the Word of 
God in modern terms which the con
temporary minds find helpful and in
telligent.'' In contrast to the theological 
rigidity of the past, E. appeals for a 
recognition of "the dialectically prag
matic mysterious aspect of the situa
tion." 

The inspiration he draws from Karl 
Barth for this purpose is the notion of 
the Word of God, which was the key 
theme of the first volume of the Church 
Dogmatics. Aside from that phrase, 
however, the influence of Barth's the
ological thought is not at all evident in 
this book. Indeed, the chapter headed 
"Barthian Methodology" has practi
cally nothing in common with Barth 
and reflects little or no real grasp of 
Barth's theological method. For exam
ple, E. praises the "brilliant break
through" of Braithwaite, whose posi
tion on theological language—viz., that 
it is not intended as a description of 
the way things are, but only as an 
expression of my determination to be
have in a certain way—is radically dif
ferent from Barth's. Again, in discuss
ing the idea of merit, E. writes: "A more 
Barthian reflection on this would be to 
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point up merit as being much more a 
sort of concept that would be connected 
and understood in terms of man's co
operation with God." Not only is that 
a fair sample of E.'s prolix style, but 
the reader is left wondering why he 
chose to apply the "Barthian" label to 
his own musings. 

In short, while a proposal for "lin
guistic ecumenism" sounds like a good 
idea, and while the theology of Barth 
might well contribute toward that end, 
this book is a disappointment on both 
counts. 

RUSSELL W. PALMER 
Univ. of Nebraska at Omaha 

KARL RAHNER IM GESPRÄCH 2: 
1978-1982. Edited by Paul Imhof and 
Hubert Biallowons. Munich: Kösel, 
1983. Pp. 319. DM 34. 

Volume 1, published in 1982, con
tained 38 newspaper, radio, and televi
sion interviews given by Banner from 
1964-77. This companion volume con
tains 36 more such interviews. As with 
Vol. 1, this book illustrates how R. 
comes to life in an interview forum and 
how powerful his spoken theology is. 
The nuanced, simple, clear, and every
day language of these theological con
versations shows another side of Rah-
ner: not only the theologian, but also 
the man, the Christian, the priest, and 
the Jesuit. They offer the easiest, most 
succinct, and most readable approach 
to this great theologian. 

These interviews provide an excel
lent synthesis of his opinions on a vast 
array of theological questions and viv
idly illustrate R.'s key focal points as 
well as his own theological develop
ment. Not only do they exhibit an as
tonishing theological acumen—an abil
ity to distinguish Christian essentials 
from ecclesial, social, and political vari
ables—but they also highlight R.'s pas
toral sensitivities. He can speak to the 
so-called person on the street. He 
knows intimately the problems of being 
a human person in this age so tempted 
to unbelief and despair. Although R. 

refuses to answer personal questions— 
especially about his own spiritual life— 
several interviews are rich in autobio
graphical material. 

Although R. underscores the social-
political ramifications of the radical 
unity of love of God and of neighbor, 
he rejects both a "Jesusism" and a 
purely humanistic ("horizontal") polit
ical or liberation theology. The problem 
for R. is the one not enough people take 
seriously: God's existence, the blessed 
outcome of all history (despite appear
ances), and eternal life. He views 
priests primarily as "gurus of the love 
of God," not as social workers, armed 
revolutionaries, or politicians. 

Especially noteworthy are his bal
anced reflections on Küng, his empha
sis upon greater freedom for regional 
churches, and his opinion that there 
are no theological obstacles to a real, 
organizational, social unity of the dif
ferent churches. Both volumes should 
be translated as quickly as possible. 

HARVEY D. EGAN, S.J. 
Boston College 

MENSCHHEITSGESCHICHTE UND 
H E I L S E R F A H R U N G : D I E T H E O L O G I E 

VON EDWARD SCHILLEBEECKX ALS 
METHODISCH REFLEKTIERTE SOTER
IOLOGIA By Tadahiko Iwashima. Düs
seldorf: Patmos, 1982. Pp. 416. DM 48. 

This 1981-82 Münster dissertation 
is the most comprehensive scholarly 
account of Schillebeeckx' thought that 
has appeared. As the subtitle indicates, 
I. sees soteriology as the pervading con
cern which holds S.'s thought together 
more than any single metaphysical sys
tem (although I. gives Thomistic epis-
temology its due). 

I. surveys S.'s books, collections of 
essays, and major articles translated 
out of Dutch. After two introductory 
chapters placing S.'s thought in its the
ological context and treating of his ear
lier thought, he turns to S.'s methodo
logical preoccupations of the late 
1960's, which most observers would 
agree marked a major turn in his 
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thought. Three chapters on S.'s Chris-
tology and soteriology follow, empha
sizing the category of experience. A 
closing chapter poses a number of crit
ical questions. 

I.'s account is lucidly written; it is 
especially good on S.'s soteriology, the 
major theme of the book. He rightly 
sees human history and experience as 
central to S.'s preoccupation. His bib
liography of major secondary literature 
on S. is a welcome addition. All in all, 
the book provides a very good survey 
and interpretation of S.'s thought up 
to 1980. 

The book could have been 
strengthened somewhat by knowledge 
of some of S.'s untranslated articles, 
particularly those in KiUtuurleven. 
This would have blunted I.'s criticism 
about the somewhat abstract treatment 
of the particularities of human experi
ence and history, as well as shown more 
of the continuing development of S.'s 
thought in the 1970's. Perhaps because 
of the dissertation genre, he makes S.'s 
intellectual development seem more 
tidy and uniform than it actually is. 
But this notwithstanding, it is a valu
able book. 

R O B E R T J. S C H R E I T E R 

Catholic Theological Union 
Chicago 

CATHOLIC BISHOPS: A MEMOIR. 
By John Tracy Ellis. Wilmington: Gla
zier, 1983. Pp. 182. $10.95. 

Widely esteemed by his colleagues 
and students as the doyen of American 
Catholic historians, E. draws on both 
his professional expertise and his per
sonal experience in this memoir, which 
presents his recollections and assess
ment of bishops of prominence in the 
American Church since 1930. While 
readily acknowledging the limitations 
which are associated with personal re
membrance, E. nonetheless clearly 
strives for that level of objectivity to 
which the professional historian as
pires. More often than not, his judg
ment is restrained and balanced, frank 

yet tempered by keen insight into both 
personalities and the historical con
texts in which the bishops exercised 
their ministry. 

E. makes no claim to complete cov
erage of the influential prelates of the 
past fifty years. Rather, he focuses on 
those whose personal acquaintance af
fords more than a superficial basis for 
comment. Through his lengthy associ
ation with the Catholic University 
of America, he is able to provide an 
insider's view of the succession of 
bishop-rectors and such trustees as 
William Cardinal O'Connell. Arch
bishop Michael Curley of Baltimore-
Washington, fellow professor Fulton J. 
Sheen, and Cardinal Spellman of New 
York are given particuar attention. But 
the list of those drawing less extensive 
comment includes bishops from Min
nesota and California, Texas and the 
Midwest, as well as Cardinals Ritter, 
Mclntyre, Cushing, and Wright. These 
personal portraits provide much in
sight into the life of the American 
Church during more than fifty years. 
The memoir concludes with reflections 
on the succession of apostolic delegates 
(Cicognani, Vagnozzi, Jadot), Arch
bishop Cardinale (E.'s longtime friend 
and nuncio to Belgium), and the man 
dubbed facile princeps, Archbishop 
Paul Hallinan of Atlanta. Though E. 
seems mildly reluctant to dwell on the 
weaknesses of his subjects or his own 
less-than-pleasant experience with 
some of them, such episodes are re
counted where they foster a better un
derstanding or a more complete pic
ture. 

E.'s contribution here lies in the in
structive insight he shares regarding 
churchmen whose life and work af
fected the development of Catholicism 
in America. Students of the Church in 
the U.S. will benefit both from the in
formation he presents and the skill 
with which he forthrightly sketches 
these recollections. 

DONALD J. GRIMES, C.S.C. 
King's College, Pa. 
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THE BODY OF FAITH: JUDAISM 
AS CORPOREAL ELECTION. By Mi
chael Wyschogrod. New York: Sea-
bury, 1983. Pp. xviii + 265. $24.95. 

The subtitle will immediately draw 
the attention of the Christian theolo
gian. It would seem to be moving Ju
daism towards a form of incarnation-
alism, something that would certainly 
provide grist for the Christian-Jewish 
dialogue. But this is not the main 
thrust of the book, which on the whole 
remains a work dealing with intra-Jew
ish issues from an enlightened Ortho
dox perspective. Saying this in no way 
implies that the Christian reader will 
not profit greatly from W.'s creative 
reflections on the meaning of Jewish 
identity in the contemporary world. He 
has extensive interreligious experience 
and it shows even when he is essen
tially trying to carve out a meaningful 
path for Jewish existence today. At 
times W. makes explicit connections 
and dissociations between his view of 
Jewish Orthodoxy and Christianity. 

The first three chapters deal with 
humanity's limited ability to know 
God, with Israel's election as that has 
been played out through the centuries, 
and with the personality of God. Some 
key points W. makes are that the He
braic God is very much a "this-worldly" 
God, that Jewish theology arises out of 
the existence of the Jewish people, that 
all theology must be based in an em-
bodied rationality, and that rabbinic 
Judaism set Israel on a nonsacramental 
and nonhistorical track that needs ma
jor correction today. In chap. 4, "Cre
ated Being," W. makes a point central 
to his whole interpretation: "We have 
attempted to reverse the depersonali
zation of Hashem that philosophic 
thought has imposed on Judaism." He 
then goes on to analyze the implica
tions of Heidegger (whom he strongly 
criticizes for his endorsement of Naz
ism) and Kant from a Jewish perspec
tive. His final chapters lay out his views 
of what Judaism needs to be today. The 

land and cult (including sacrifice) are 
key elements in any Jewish self-defi
nition. Judaism must free itself from 
the excessively ethical self-definition 
which Enlightenment-oriented Jews 
have given it during the last century. 

While Christians and Jews will have 
different interests in this volume, it can 
prove stimulating for both and for a 
mutual exchange between them. W.'s 
claims of Jesus' fundamentally nonpo-
litical stance and of Christianity's ahis-
torical orientation may well be chal
lenged, as well as his generally sharp 
distinction between the ethos of Juda
ism and Christianity. But good Chris
tian-Jewish interchange can result 
from such challenges. This is especially 
the case with his contention, on the 
one hand, that Jewish corporeal elec
tion and Christian incarnational no
tions are quite distinct, while at the 
same time maintaining that "Hashem's 
identification with Israel, his indwell
ing in Israel, is so intimate that Israel's 
sin does not leave Hashem untouched." 

JOHN T. PAWLIKOWSKI, O.S.M. 
Catholic Theological Union 

Chicago 

THE WESTMINSTER DICTIONARY 
OF CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALITY. Edited 
by Gordon S. Wakefield. Philadelphia: 
Westminster, 1983. Pp. xvi + 400. 
$20.95. 

This handbook to the study of Chris
tian spirituality is the product of ecu
menical collaboration by an interna
tional team of more than 150 scholars, 
including, among others, Anglicans, 
Roman Catholics, Baptists, Presbyte
rians, Quakers, Methodists, and Lu
therans. Its purpose is "to give direct 
access to the whole development and 
present state" (v) of the field of Chris
tian spirituality. As one would expect, 
the articles are models of conciseness 
and compression. At the same time, 
they are accurate and up to date. The 
first and last entries of this volume 
indicate its vast scope: "Abandon" (in 
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the sense of de Caussade) and "Zen," 
respectively. Between them are over 
350 entries concerning individuals, 
terms, and types. We find, e.g., Dietrich 
Bonhoeffer between Bonaventure and 
Charles Borromeo, George Fox be
tween Charles de Foucauld and Francis 
of Assisi, and John XXIII between 
John of the Cross and Dr. Johnson. 
Accidie is discussed alongside abnor
mal and psychophysical phenomena, 
the devotio moderna alongside the 
devil, and retreats alongside regida fi-
dei. More than 40 different types of 
spirituality are explored: from Jewish, 
Greek, and Coptic to American, Asian, 
and African; from Benedictine, .Fran
ciscan, and Carmelite to Feminine, 
Radical, and Black; from Orthodox, 
Roman Catholic, and Anglican to Mo
ravian, Quaker, and Baptist. If a com
mon thread can be found connecting 
these disparate entries, it is the empha
sis of many entries on prayer. Entries 
are cross-referenced and followed by 
select bibliographies. 

This reference work is attractively 
printed and reasonably priced. No 
church, college, university, or seminary 
library should be without it. For the 
student of Christian spirituality, it is 
an indispensable vade mecum. 

JOSEPH CHORPENNING, O.S.F.S. 
AUentown College, Pa. 

CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALITY. By 
Wolfhart Pannenberg. Philadelphia: 
Westminster, 1983. Pp. 115. $8.95. 

In five chapters P. deals with several 
theological issues in Christian spirit
uality. The first three chapters repro
duce the Taylor lectures given at Yale 
Divinity School in 1977. P. begins with 
a damaging overview of traditional 
Protestant pietism with its emphasis 
upon guilt and sin. Identifying the ori
gin of this self-focused awareness in 
Western medieval spirituality, P. ex
poses its excessive individualism and 
its masochistic, self-agressive tenden
cies. Self-acceptance and the, early 

Christian experience of joy and free
dom fail to find expression in tradi
tional Reformation spirituality. 

The second and third chapters at
tempt to provide a reconstruction of 
Christian spirituality. P. points toward 
the centrality of the Eucharist as the 
most profound symbol of community, 
not only among Christians themselves 
but also in relationship to the world. 
Eucharistie communion in Christ at
taches us to the mission of Christ: ser
vice toward others. Thus spirituality 
relates the Christian to political reality. 
For the most part, the third chapter 
constitutes a critical assessment of the 
theology of liberation on two counts: 
its failure to articulate a concept of 
justice and its lack of an appraisal of 
Marxist economic theory in relation
ship to Christian faith. 

P.'s fourth and fifth chapters seem 
to have an adjunct relationship to thte 
rest of the book. He reflects on the 
phenomenon of secularization as the 
milieu of God's absence in which the 
person has come to assume the func
tion of divine providence. P. suggests 
that secular culture no longer provides 
a secure image of the future and there
fore God's apparent absence signals a 
problem within secular culture rather 
than an indication of the end of Chris
tianity. The final chapter offers a con
genial dialogue between Buddhism and 
Lutheranism on the search for authen
tic selfhood. P. indicates several points 
of convergence and attempts to bridge 
divergence through a positive evalua
tion of Buddhist themes. 

JOHN F. RUSSELL, O.CARM. 
Immaculate Conception 

Seminary, N.J. 

JESUS AS MOTHER: STUDIES IN 
THE SPIRITUALITY OF THE HIGH 
MIDDLE AGES. By Caroline Walker 
Bynum. Berkeley: University of Cali
fornia, 1983. Pp. xiv + 279. $28.50. 

The methodology employed in this 
collection of five essays (four were pre-
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viously published but are substantially 
rewritten here) is as important as its 
content. B.'s method seeks to occupy 
ua middle ground between the older 
history of doctrine or mystical theol
ogy, which has exhaustively catalogued 
medieval theories of purgation and con
templation, and the newer stress on the 
changing social context of religious 
movements'' (6). B. proceeds by closely 
examining key images and words which 
religious people of the twelfth and thir
teenth centuries used to present their 
theories about the soul's journey to God 
and then situating these images and 
words in the experience of the individ
uals or groups that produced them. 
This enables B. to answer a number of 
questions about the spirituality of the 
High Middle Ages: How were the reg
ular canons and the monks similar? 
How did they differ? (chap. 1); What 
was the Cistercian conception of com
munity? (chap. 2); Did the twelfth cen
tury discover the individual? (chap. 3); 
Why was the use of explicit and elab
orate maternal imagery to describe God 
and Christ so popular with twelfth-
century Cistercian monks? (chap. 4); 
Why was there a flowering of female 
mysticism in the thirteenth century? 
Why did it have the particular charac
teristics that it did? (chap. 5). The an
swers B. offers explore neglected areas 
as well as analyze and challenge the 
assumptions and generalizations of 
earlier scholarship. 

The most provocative essay is αJesus 
As Mother and Abbot As Mother." 
However, that on "Women Mystics in 
the Thirteenth Century," which argues 
that female mystical experience was a 
substitute for, but not a contradiction 
of, male sacerdotal power, is particu
larly timely in light of the current de
bate over the ordination of women. 

Jesus As Mother is a meticulous and 
seminal work of scholarship. It should 
be on the shelf of every student of the 
history of Christian spirituality. 

JOSEPH CHORPENNING, O.S.F.S. 
Allentown College, Pa. 

MONASTERY: PRAYER, WORK, 
COMMUNITY. By M. Basil Pennington, 
O.C.S.O., with photographs by Nicolas 
Sapieha. San Francisco: Harper & 
Row, 1983. Pp. 128. $22.50. 

This book, beautifully produced by 
Scala in Florence and published in the 
U.S., is a coffee-table book with 56 
color photographs representing earlier 
and contemporary monasticism—pri
marily the more fully contemplative 
tradition. After two poems by Thomas 
Merton and a letter from Merton writ
ten as a message of contemplatives to 
the world, the text contains a brief 
chapter on monasticism from the be
ginnings to the high medieval period (8 
pp.); a chapter on prayer, work, and 
community (24 pp.); and one on mon
asticism in the modern and specifically 
contemporary period (8 pp.). The book 
is completed by a chronology of out
standing dates and events in the his
tory of monasticism and by suggestions 
for further reading on a variety of mo
nastic topics. 

The beautiful photographs and the 
text do represent in some measure the 
scope of monasticism—ancient, medi
eval, modern, Catholic, Orthodox, An
glican, Protestant, and Coptic. Among 
the references it makes to contempo
rary experimentations in monasticism, 
I was happy to see mention of Lavra 
Netofa, Israel, of which Ya'aqov Wil
lebrands and my brother, Toma Far-
relly, were cofounders almost twenty 
years ago. But from the perspective of 
an urban Benedictine abbey, I was a 
little taken aback when I read that 
"The influence of the Rule came to its 
fullest flowering in the Cistercian re
form" (36). I would consider the Cister
cian reform one of the full flowerings 
of the Rule of St. Benedict. And I think 
that monastic history and the present 
monastic reality would be better rep
resented by more recognition than P. 
provides of Benedictine integrations of 
a contemplative life and an apostolate. 

JOHN FARRELLY, O.S.B. 
St. Anselm's Abbey, Wash., B.C. 
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A LIFE OF PROMISE: POVERTY, 
CHASTITY, OBEDIENCE. By Francis 
Moloney, S.D.B. Wilmington: Glazier, 
1984. Pp. 175. $8.95. 

The author writes: "Precisely be
cause our reflections are 'biblical,' they 
are necessarily frighteningly idealistic, 
touching us at our deepest level and 
questioning us where we would prefer 
not to be questioned." In a scholarly 
reappraisal of what he would refer to 
as the evangelical "imperatives," M. in
deed gives an exacting account of the 
biblical basis for poverty, chastity, and 
obedience, and examines them within 
the context of "the radical nature of 
the Faith required from anyone who 
wishes to embrace the 'perfection' 
which is to be found uniquely in the 
following of Jesus." He regards these 
evangelical imperatives as "part of the 
vocation to 'perfection' of all the bap
tised" (see Lumen gentium 40). 

Accordingly, working on the basic 
premise of Paul's theological notion of 
shared life "in Christ" (Gal 3:27-28; Col 
3:10), M. sees poverty fundamentally 
as a sharing of the life of Christ within 
the community—a "radical sharing of 
all that we are and all that we have"; 
chastity ("the manner in which one 
lives one's sexuality") as an evangelical 
imperative for all Christians, married 
or celibate, to follow the chaste Jesus 
of Nazareth—"a universal vocation to 
a wholeness of life and love"; and obe
dience ("the most radically demanding 
of all the evangelical imperatives") as 
"a total commitment of the believer to 
the following of Jesus of Nazareth," 
who responded radically to the call of 
his Father. 

Undoubtedly, no one can question 
this radicalism in the commitment of 
the Christian and the religious to the 
following of Jesus of Nazareth. How
ever, in his investigation of "the au
thentic biblical background to the 
Christian and Religious life," M. leaves 
little room for a more nuanced under
standing of the complexities of the 
Christian vocation and, making no ad

equate provision for this, thereby risks 
oversimplifying the very radicalism he 
speaks of. But the book achieves what 
it set out to do: being "frighteningly 
idealistic," it touches us at our deepest 
level and questions us "where we would 
prefer not to be questioned." This book 
must be read. 

E. GERARD CARROLL 
University of Notre Dame 

CONVERSIONS: T H E CHRISTUN 
EXPERIENCE. Edited by Hugh T. Kerr 
and John M. Mulder. Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1983. Pp. xx + 265. $12.95. 

A collection of fifty accounts of con
version experiences, arranged chrono
logically, spanning two thousand years 
of Christian history, from Paul's dra
matic experience on the road to Da
mascus to Charles Colson's personal 
acceptance of Jesus Christ. Between 
the experiences of Paul and Colson one 
finds those of, among others, Augus
tine, Ignatius of Loyola, Teresa of Av
ila, John Calvin, George Fox, John 
Wesley, Elizabeth Bayley Seton, Car
dinal Newman, Leo Tolstoy, Albert 
Schweitzer, Dorothy Day, and Malcolm 
Muggeridge. 

The anthology proper is preceded by 
a brief introduction which succinctly 
discusses in turn the following topics: 
the definition of "conversion"; conver
sion in the OT and NT: the theological, 
psychological, and sociological aspects 
of conversion; themes common to 
Christian conversion accounts; and the 
rationale for the present collection. 
Each account is introduced by a short 
preface which situates it and its author 
in context. At the outset the editors 
indicate that most of the accounts in
cluded in this book are examples of 
dramatic and clearly identifiable con
version experiences rather than of life
long conversions because the latter 
"cannot be easily summarized or de
scribed" (xiii). But this distinction is 
too neat. As Peter Brown points out in 
his classic biography of Augustine, in 
the Confessions the Bishop of Hippo 
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challenges the assumption that conver
sion is a complete break with and aban
donment of the past (Berkeley: Univ. 
of California, 1967, 177-78). Conver
sion, then, may be both an experience 
at a particular moment and a lifelong 
struggle to integrate that experience 
into one's identity and lifestyle. 

Conversions might be profitably used 
by a wide variety of readers, including 
homilists, religious educators, and lay 
persons. 

JOSEPH CHORPENNING, O.S.F.S. 
Allentown College, Pa. 

FROM IMAGE TO LIKENESS: A 
JUNGIAN PATH IN THE GOSPEL 
JOURNEY. By W. Harold Grant, Mag
dala Thompson, and Thomas E. 
Clarke. New York: Paulist, 1983. Pp. ν 
+ 249. $8.95. 

With a down-to-earth clarity that 
comes from a wide experience of using 
the Jungian typology in workshop/re
treats, the authors offer a fresh outlook 
that integrates a spiritual-theological 
interpretation with a developmental 
perspective. The patristic model of hu
man development from created "im
age" through sinful distortion to re
deemed "likeness" governs their overall 
approach. To this they add three qual
ifying models: the Jungian types (intro
vert/extrovert, sensate, thinking, feel
ing, intuition) correlated with biblical/ 
theological themes, an original devel
opmental interpretation of how each 
type matures, and a threefold frame
work within which to situate human 
development: solitude, friendship, so
cietal. They invite the reader to learn 
by doing, providing clarifying examples 
and helpful exercises for each of the 
four functions. 

The book is primarily aimed at any
one interested in human spiritual 
growth. It is clear and readable for the 
beginner, but it also has original as
pects that professional therapists 
or theologians will find stimulating. 
The developmental interpretation (by 

H. Grant) of Jung's typology is original 
and persuasive, and an appendix of de
scriptions of type development is pro
vided at the end. Theologians will ap
preciate the various perspectives on 
God that could affect the conversion 
foundational to theological method. 
God for the sensate is presented as 
"silent presence," as "wise orderer" for 
the thinker, "creator of beauty" for the 
intuitive, and "intimate, joyous com
panion" for the feeler. Other facets of 
Christian life are similarly nuanced— 
individual, liturgical, Christological, 
sin and grace, social—suggesting novel 
perspectives on almost every aspect of 
Christian theology. Thus, even though 
the book is primarily for the educated 
layman, it will also be important for 
the spiritual director, therapist, or 
theologian interested in integrating 
Jungian psychology with theology and 
Christian life. 

ROBERT T. SEARS, S.J. 
Loyola University, Chicago 

THAT STRANGE DIVINE SEA: RE
FLECTIONS ON BEING A CATHOLIC. 
By Christopher Derrick. San Fran
cisco: Ignatius, 1983. Pp. 189. $8.95. 

D. offers here "nothing more than 
one man's reflections upon his own ex
perience of 'being a Catholic' " (7). 
Armed with literary references and al
truistic stories, D. encourages his 
reader to reconsider the challenge of 
faith in a world beset by tensions, fears, 
and conflicts. 

In chap. 1, "The Raw Human Con
dition," D. portrays the contemporary 
Christian as trying to tread water in a 
sea of perennial questions such as 
death, suffering, despair, sin, and pain. 
D. maintains that our contemporary 
world view avoids confronting these is
sues by responding to them through a 
"semantic interlude," i.e., "by evasion 
and pretense, people are enabled to for
get their real condition" (52). Conse
quently, faith is frequently deemed ir
relevant. D. expounds at great length 
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on the semantic concepts of "church," 
"Christian," and "Catholicism," which 
have been culturally and historically 
nuanced, and calls for greater clarity 
and precision in using these terms. In 
chap. 2, "Our Homeland's Embassy," 
D. employs the image of a citizen's 
journey in a foreign land and his yearn
ing to reach his final destination, his 
homeland, to speak of an individual's 
life-journey through the Catholic 
Church, the ultimate end of which is a 
participation in the Resurrection. D.'s 
concept of "church," however, is exclu
sively hierarchical; he lacks an under
standing and appreciation of the 
Church as the "people of God." In the 
final chapter, "The Third Answer," D. 
discusses some distinctive characteris
tics of Catholicism, e.g., Marian devo
tion and the saints; however, he also 
raises some points of interest to all 
concerned with man's "raw human con
dition," e.g., truth, the gift of faith, 
ecumenism, eschatology, suffering, and 
pain. D. sees these points as converging 
in the paschal mystery, which is the 
ultimate gift and expression of hope. 

D.'s literary style is verbose and of
ten complicated. Nevertheless, the 
reader will find the effort expended in 
working through D.'s reflection to be 
richly rewarded. 

MARK S. MEALEY, O.S.F.S. 
Reston, Va. 

Is GOD A CREATIONIST? THE RE
LIGIOUS CASE AGAINST CREATION-
SCIENCE. Edited by Roland Mushat 
Frye. New York: Scribners, 1983. Pp. 
viii + 205. $15.95. 

After the series of recent court deci
sions which will prevent offering crea
tion science as an alternative to evolu
tion in U.S. public-school science texts 
and courses, some members of the sci
entific community think that the issue 
is closed. Others are convinced that 
over fifty million fundamentalist 
Christians will continue to teach their 
children some form of creation science 

in the home. This will continue to cause 
misunderstandings and alienation be
tween school boards and teachers. F.'s 
collection of essays is designed to clar
ify and define the religious issues in the 
educational controversy by means of 
eleven essays, five by scientists (E. Os-
born, R. Berry, D. Young, A. Gray, and 
O. Gingerich) interspersed with six 
from the theology side (L. Gilkey, B. 
Vawter, C. Hyers, John Paul II, N. 
Sarna, and B. Anderson). The selection 
satisfies the objective of clarifying the 
central understandings of divine crea
tion within the mainstreams of biblical 
religion. F. includes his own introduc
tory historical overview of the creation
ist movement and closing epilogue with 
a plea for the old two books of God-
approach advanced by Francis Bacon. 

Worthy of note from the science side 
is inclusion of an edited version of Asa 
Gray's lectures at Yale Divinity School, 
first published in 1880, and a 1982 es
say by Owen Gingerich. They come a 
century apart but manifest in common 
both scientific understanding and a 
confident Christian perception. Their 
vision is worth the price of the book. It 
is unfortunate in this context that F. 
did not include often overlooked in
sights from another leading scientist 
for his time, e.g., in the "Letter to the 
Grand Duchess Christina" (1615) by 
Galileo Galilei. Nahum Sarna's "Un
derstanding Creation in Genesis" and 
Bernhard Anderson's "The Earth Is 
the Lord's: An Essay on the Biblical 
Doctrine of Creation" are noteworthy 
for insightful interpretations of the He
brew accounts and of the whole biblical 
doctrine of creation respectively. The 
collection would be valuable for an in
quiring general reader. 

JAMES F. SALMON, S.J. 
Wheeling College 

RELIGIOUS FOLK ART IN AMER
ICA: REFLECTIONS OF FAITH. By Kurt 
C. Dewhurst, Betty MacDowell, and 
Marsha MacDowell. New York: Dut-
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ton, 1983. Pp. 163 + 200 black and 
white illustrations. $29.95; $16.95 pa
per. 

Religious Folk Art in America defies 
the traditional boundaries of a "special 
exhibition catalogue." Although its 
genesis was an exhibition sponsored by 
the Museum of American Folk Art, it 
is the provocative essays which distin
guish this text. Accessible to the 
nonspecialist as well as the specialist, 
the book offers a rare perspective on 
American religious art. Its three major 
sections include discussions of the 
origins of American religious folk art, 
the growth and expansion of nine
teenth- and twentieth-century Ameri
can religious life, and the religious icon
ography of American folk culture. 

What will prove of interest in this 
text and its ensuing influence on re
search falls into three categories: first, 
the relationship between American folk 
art and the development (or reflection) 
of special-interest groups such as 
women, blacks, evangelicals, sectarian 
movements; second, the relationship, if 
any, between the concept of American 
religious folk art and an American civil 
religion; third, the relationship, if any, 
between the obvious and traditional re
ligious iconography in American reli
gious folk art and the nontraditional 
religious imagery in twentieth-century 
American fine art. 

The unstated but undercurrent ques
tions arising in one's reading of this 
text become: Was there a specific 
"American folk religion" which corre
sponds to this American religious folk 
art? Is this folk religion distinctive 
from or part of mainstream American 
religious traditions or American civil 
religion? Does modern American reli
gious folk art somehow represent an 
attempt to produce a traditional reli
gious icon in the contemporary Amer
ican secularized cultural experience? 

The authors are to be congratulated 
on this fine contribution to scholarship 
and for a creative exhibition (sadly, on 

view only in New York City). With its 
profuse illustrations and excellent bib
liographies, this text serves as both a 
fine resource and an impetus for fur
ther scholarly inquiry. 

DIANE APOSTOLOS-CAPPADONA 
George Washington Univ., D.C. 
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Presenting This Issue 

The December 1984 issue, which rounds out TS's 45th volume, is a 
splendid blend of the historical, the systematic, and the pastoral, at times 
within the same essay. Three articles and four notes precede 27 book 
reviews and 29 shorter notices. 

The Frequency of Mass in the Latin Church ca. 400 argues that 
the writings of the Latin Fathers indicate that Mass began to be said 
daily towards the year 400 among the clergy who were influenced by the 
monastic movement; among lay monks the custom of private Communion 
on aliturgical days continued; in Africa there may have been daily Mass 
from the time of Cyprian. DANIEL CALLAM, C.S.B., D.Phil, from Oxford, 
is associate professor at St. Thomas More College in the University of 
Saskatchewan and editor of the monthly Canadian Catholic Review. His 
special competence lies in Latin patristics. TS readers will remember his 
article on "Clerical Continence in the Fourth Century" (March 1980). 
He is currently engaged in researching the idea of ritual purity in papal 
writings to the year 604. 

On Relative Equality: Catholic Egalitarianism after Vatican II 
contends that Catholic social teaching took a radically egalitarian turn 
over the past two decades due to two theological developments: the "signs 
of the times" method and the retrieval of the patristic idea of human 
solidarity. The normative principle that best expresses the official Cath
olic view of justice is relative equality, the principle that national wealth 
should be repeatedly redistributed to provide an inclusive quality of life 
for all. DREW CHRISTIANSEN, S.J., Ph.D. in religious studies from Yale 
(1982), is assistant professor of social ethics in the Jesuit School of 
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